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Sundarban mangrove forest (a UNESCO world heritage site) need
protection from pollution. The mangrove forest is a source of food,
timber, fire wood, fish, shrimp, medicines and habitat for unique
biodiversity of Bangladesh

St Martins, only coral belonging Island, Bay of Bengal
Bangladesh. Corals are sensitive to pollution and climate change.
Also served as nursery ground and habitat for shell-fish and finfish, including ornamental fishes. The biodiversity and the fragile
ecosystems of the ‘Coral Island’ need protection.

.

Water pollution is a major cause of water related diseases in
Bangladesh. Irrigation of crops, vegetables with contaminated water
and seafood grown in contaminated water may cause transfer of
hydrophobic pollutants (metals, pesticides and other persistent
pollutants) to human via the food chain pathways.

Seafood (shell-fish & fin-fish) are a major source of animal
protein supply for Bangladeshi people and a major source of
foreign currency earning. Seafood contaminated with pollutants
like metals (Hg, Cd, Pb, Cr etc.) can be hazardous to human. So,
need proper implementation of EMP and ETP for maintaining
QA/QC in seafood and maintain ecosystem health in good quality
from toxic chemicals.

Md Maruf Hossain, Golam Kibria, Debbrota Mallick, TC Lau, Rudolf Wu and Dayanthi Nugegoda
January 2015
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2. Executive Summary
The “Artificial mussel” (AM), is an innovative passive sampling technology. The AM technology was used for
the first time in Bangladesh (2013 and 2014) to monitor and assess the threats and risks posed from pollutants
(toxic metals) to various sectors including water quality, drinking water, irrigation, agriculture, fisheries,
aquaculture, biodiversity, ecosystems, livelihoods and human health. The work was carried out as an
international research collaboration agreement between the scientists of the Institute of Marine Sciences and
Fisheries (IMSF), Chittagong University, Bangladesh; RMIT University, Australia; the City University of Hong
Kong and the University of Hong Kong. Additional financial support for this research and capacity development
was obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations and Bay of Bengal Large
Marine Ecosystem (FAO-BOBLME) Project. The study was conducted as Phase I (June-December 2013) and
Phase II (June-December 2014) and covered waterways of Chittagong (Karnafuli River, its estuary and coastal
areas of Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar and Mosheskhali island, Bay of Bengal), Dhaka (Buriganga River) and
Khulna (Bhairav, Rupsa and Pasur Rivers and coastal site at Mongla port). The Phase I comprised eight sites
(Chittagong only) and Phase II comprised thirteen sites (Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar, Dhaka and Khulna). The
study generated some new knowledge and information for Bangladesh including the following: (a) successfully
deployed and retrieved AM technology as an effective tool for ‘metal pollution monitoring’ in waterways of
Bangladesh; (b) identified possible metals pollution sources in the studied areas; (c) detected eleven metals:
Mercury (Hg); Cadmium (Cd); Copper (Cu); Lead (Pb); Zinc (Zn); Chromium (Cr); Nickel (Ni); Uranium (U);
Manganese (Mn); Cobalt (Co), and Iron (Fe), in the studied areas, some of which are known to be highly toxic
to biota such as fish and shrimps/prawn, amphibians and mammals (Hg, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, U), endocrine
disrupting (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn) and carcinogenic to humans (Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, U); (d) documented the spatial and
temporal variations in metal concentrations during the period of investigation (summer, rainy, autumn and late
autumn) and (e) Identified metal pollution “hot spots”; (f) compared the uptake mechanisms of metals in live
mussels (LM; Perna viridis) and artificial mussels (AM). The combined phase I (2013) and phase II (2014)
studies found eleven (11) metal pollution “hot spots” in the rivers, estuaries and coastal waters of Bangladesh
(Chittagong, Dhaka and Khulna). Based on Phase I (2013) and phase II (2014) studies, the Most
hazardous/highly impacted sites were Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn, Cr), Halda, Chittagong
(Hg, Pb, Ni), Sadarghat, Chittagong (Cu, Ni, Mn, Co, Fe) Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (Pb, Ni, Mn) and Boropole
Bastuhara Colony, Dhaka (Cu, Zn, Ni, Fe) (due to their high contamination levels/concentrations than other
metals and where most of the carcinogenic, endocrine disrupting and toxic metals were detected). Medium
hazardous/medium impacted sites were Salimpur, Chittagong (Cd, U); Chaktai, Chittagong (Cu, Mn, Fe);
Patenga, Chittagong (U); Bansbaria, Chittagong (Cd), Hardborad Mill Kheyghat, Khulna (Zn) and
Mirrendanga Kheya Ghat, Khulna (U) (where comparatively less carcinogenic and endocrine disrupting metals
were detected) and the Least hazardous/less impacted sites were 15 No Jetty, Chittagong; Kalurghat,
Chittagong; Jhag Ghat, Chittagong and Mathabanga, Khulna (these sites were not pollution “hot spots”). The
study identified possible sources of pollution in the waterways including industrial, domestic and city wastes;
fertlisers, fungicides, manures; runoff of landfill; electrical component; batteries; galvanised pipes; agriculture,
aquaculture (fish/shrimp farming); pharmaceuticals; cement factories; sewage sludge; pigment paints;
antifouling paints; power plants; pulp and paper mills; dying industries; textile mills and garments industries;
tanneries/leather industries; jute mills; ship breaking activities; welding shops (tin, Grill & iron); fossil fuel
combustion; storm water runoff; waste incineration; oil refineries; fertiliser factories; dry dock and metal
industries etc. The identified pollution “hot spots” possesses significant ecological values since these waterways
support commercial fisheries, recreational activities, drinking, domestic and industrial water supply, irrigation,
agriculture and fish farming/aquaculture, natural breeding and nursing grounds of native fish, prawn/shrimp,
amphibians, reptiles, aquatic mammals and other ecosystems goods and services including rural livelihoods. As
a consequence of metal pollution, the growth, survival and reproduction of aquatic species may be impaired
(e.g. fish, prawn, shrimp and amphibians), sensitive native species may be eliminated or reduced, food
contamination/food poisoning (e.g. seafood, crops, vegetables) may be enhanced (due to bioaccumulation and
biomagnification of some toxic metals), seafood may be rejected (due to higher contamination with mercury,
cadmium and lead) and human health may be at risk to diseases (e.g. cancer or kidney failure or metal poisoning
diseases due to elevated exposure of metals via food and water). There is a need to ensure that water and food
(seafood, vegetables) consumed by our (Bangladeshi) people are safe, and aquatic ecosystems (such as Ramasar
wetlands- Sundarban, Tanguar haor; declared ecologically critical areas/marine protected areas (ECAs/MPAs)like St Martins Coral Islands, Sonadia Island, Teknaf coast etc.) that provide many ecosystems goods and
services can sustain and continues to benefit the present and future generations and are not threatened by
hazardous pollution and anthropogenic activities.
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3. Introduction
The “Artificial mussel” (AM), is a novel and innovative passive sampling technology, which
can provide a time-integrated estimation of metal concentrations in the freshwater, coastal,
and marine environments. As part of a Global Artificial Mussel Watch Programme, a
research investigation was carried out across Bangladesh (rivers, estuaries and coastal waters)
using AM technology to monitor metal pollution concentrations at spatial and temporal scale.
The study was an international research collaboration agreement between the University of
Chittagong, Bangladesh; RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia; the City University of
Hong Kong and the University of Hong Kong. The collaboration enabled to use and deploy
the AM technology for the first time in Bangladesh to assess the possible threats and risks
posed from trace/heavy metals pollution to various sectors including water (water quality,
drinking water), ecosystems, biodiversity, fisheries, agriculture, livelihoods and human
health. The City University of Hong Kong (Prof TC Lau) analysed all samples as part of the
research agreement. Additional financial support for this research was received from
FAO/BOBLME (FAOBGD2014-031).
Water contaminated with pollutants like metals (e.g. cadmium, copper, chromium, cobalt,
iron, lead, magnesium, mercury, nickel, uranium, zinc) can be unsuitable for beneficial water
usages including irrigation/agriculture, human drinking, livestock drinking, raw town supply,
industry, recreation, seafood aquaculture/fisheries, protection of aquatic ecosystems and
human health. There is a need to ensure that threats and risk posed from pollution be
minimised or reduced to safeguard human and environmental health (Wu et al. 2007; Kibria
et al. 2010; Hossain 2010a, BoBLME 2011; Kibria 2012).
The research was conducted as phase I (June-December 2013) and phase II (MarchDecember 2014) and covered waterways of Chittagong, Khulna and Dhaka. The phase 1
comprised eight sites (Chittagong only) and phase 2 comprised 13 sites (Chittagong, Cox’s
Bazar, Khulna and Dhaka) as highlighted in Table 1 and Figure 1. The procedures for
deployment and retrieval of AM in waterways of Bangladesh can be found in Hossain et al.
2015 (A Training Manual for Assessing Pollution (trace/heavy metals) in Rivers, Estuaries
and Coastal Waters-Using Innovative “Artificial Mussel (AM) Technology” - Bangladesh
Model).
Table 1: Showing metal pollution monitoring sites in phase I (2013) and phase II (2014) in Chittagong,
Cox’s Bazar, Dhaka and Khulna of Bangladesh [Note phase I sites are 1-8, phase II: 9-21]
Division/Districts

River, Estuary and Coastal areas
covered

Site name (Station number)

Chittagong

Karnafuli
River-estuary
adjacent
coastal
areas
Chittagong (14 sites)

Karnafuli River-estuary: Halda (01), Kalurghat
(02), Chaktai khal (03), Sadarghat (04), 15 numbers
Jetty (05), Patenga (06).

and
of

Chittagong coast: Khejurtolighat (07), Salimpur
(08), Bansbaria (09), Uttar Patenga (10) Jhag ghat
(11).
Cox’s Bazar: Moheskhali Channel (12), Kolatoli,
(13) Reju khal (14).
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Note: Sites 01 to 08 were monitored with AM in 2013
(phase I); Sites 09-11 were monitored with AM in 2014
(phase II); Sites 12 to 14 were monitored with both
AM and LM in 2014 (Phase II)

Dhaka

Buriganga River (03 sites)

Boropole Bastuhara colony (15), Babubazar Bridge
(16) Kamrangirchar (17).
--------------------------------------Note: Sites 15-17 were monitored with AM in 2014
(phase II)

Khulna

Bhairab River, Rupsa River, Pasur
River (04 sites)

Bhairav River: Mirrerdanga Kheyaghat (18),
Hardboard mill Kheyaghat (19).
Rupsha River: Mathabhanga (20).
Poshur River: Near the Jetty of Mongla port (21).
Note: Sites 18-21 were monitored with AM in 2014
(phase II)

The principal objectives of this research study were:


To use “Artificial mussels” (AM) technology for monitoring and assessing the
temporal and spatial variation of eleven metals : Mercury (Hg); Cadmium (Cd);
Copper (Cu); Lead (Pb); Zinc (Zn); Chromium (Cr); Nickel (Ni); Uranium (U);
Manganese (Mn); Cobalt (Co), and Iron (Fe).



To identify pollution “hot spots” in waterways of Chittagong (Karnafuli Riverestuary and adjacent coastal areas), Cox’s Bazar, Dhaka (Buriganga River) and
Khulna (Bhairav, Rupsha and Poshur rivers and site at Mongla Port).



To assess the ecological and public health risks of metal contamination within the
waterways of Chittagong, Dhaka and Khulna

The present booklet is a summary of findings of research investigation conducted in rivers,
estuaries and coastal waters of Bangladesh during 2013 and 2014 and its possible
implications for various sectors and water uses.
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Dhaka

Chittagong
Khulna

Cox’s Bazar

Figure 1: Map showing pollution monitoring sites in Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar, Dhaka and Khulna (phase I2013 and phase II-2014)
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4. Findings, ecological significances and implications
Data analysis shows that there are eleven metal “pollution hot spots” based on pollution
monitoring study carried out in the rivers, estuaries and coastal waters of Bangladesh (phase I
covering Chittagong, June 2013-December 2013) and (Phase II, covering Chittagong, Dhaka
and Khulna March-May 2014) as summarized below: A number of ‘metal pollution
hotspots’ identified based on the following facts: (a) sites where elevated concentration were
detected; and (b) sites where concentrations were significantly higher (statistically
significant) compared to other sites (as summarized below):


Mercury (Hg) pollution “hot spots”: Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (site 07) and Halda,
Chittagong (site 02) (see section 4.1; Figure 2).



Cadmium (Cd) pollution “hot spots”: Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (site 07), Salimpur,
Chittagong (site 08) and Bansbaria, Chittagong (site 09) (see section 4.2; Figures 3 and
4).



Copper (Cu) pollution “hot spots”: Sadarghat, Chittagong (site 04), Chaktai, Chittagong
(site 03) and Boropole Bastuhara Colony, Dhaka (site 15) (see section 4.3; Figures 5 and
6).



Lead (Pb) pollution “hot spots”: Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (site 07), Halda, Chittagong
(site 02) and Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (site 17) (see section 4.4 and Figures 7 and 8)



Zinc (Zn) pollution “hot spots”: Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (site 07); Hardborad Mill
Kheyghat, Khulna (site 19) and Boropole Bastuhara Colony, Dhaka (site 15) (see section
4.5 and Figures 9 and 10).



Chromium (Cr) pollution “hot spots”: Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (site 07) (see section
4.6; Figure 11).



Nickel (Ni) pollution “hot spots”: Halda, Chittagong (site 02), Sadarghat, Chittagong
(site 04), Boropole Basthuhara Colony, Dhaka (site 15) and Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (site
17) (see section 4.7 and Figures 12 and 13)



Uranium (U) pollution “hot spots”: Patenga, Chittagong (site 06), Salimpur, Chittagong
(site 08), Mirrendanga Kheya Ghat, Khulna (site 18) (see section 4.8, Figures 14 and 15)



Manganese (Mn) pollution “hot spots”: Sadarghat, Chittagong (site 04), Chaktai (site
03), Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (site 17) and Babubazar bridge, Dhaka (site 16) (see section
4.9; Figures 16 and 17).



Cobalt (Co) pollution “hot spots”: Sadarghat, Chittagong (site 04) (see section 4.10;
Figure 18).



Iron (Fe) pollution “hot spots”: Chaktai, Chittagong (site 03), Sadarghat, Chittagong
(site 04), Uttar Patenga, Chittagong (site 10) and Boro Pole Basthuhara Colony, Dhaka
(site 15) (see section 4.11; Figures 19 and 20).
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According to study results (as summarised above) and discussed in sections 4.1 to 4.11, sites
have been categorised most hazardous, medium hazardous and least hazardous sites,
principally based on (a) pollution “hot spots” with elevated concentrations of metals and (b)
considering whether metals detected at each site were fall under carcinogenic, endocrine
disrupting and toxic categories (IARC 2006; Kibria et al. 2010) as listed below:
1. Most hazardous sites (pollution “hot spots” where most of the carcinogenic and endocrine
disrupting and toxic metals were detected at elevated concentrations):
 Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn, Cr)
 Halda, Chittagong (Hg, Pb, Ni)
 Sadarghat, Chittagong (Cu, Ni, Mn, Co, Fe)
 Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (Pb, Ni, Mn)
 Boropole Bastuhara Colony, Dhaka (Cu, Zn, Ni, Fe)
2. Moderately hazardous sites (pollution “hot spots” where less carcinogenic and endocrine
disrupting metals detected at elevated concentrations):
 Salimpur, Chittagong (Cd, U)
 Chaktai, Chittagong (Cu, Mn, Fe)
 Bansbaria, Chittagong (Cd)
 Patenga, Chittagong (U)
 Hardborad Mill Kheyghat, Khulna (Zn)
 Mirrendanga Kheya Ghat, Khulna (U)
3. Least hazardous sites (these sites were either not pollution “hot spots” or concentrations
detected were significantly less or below the detection limits or less hazardous metals were
detected compared to other sites): 15 No Jetty, Chittagong; Kalurghat, Chittagong; Jhag
Ghat, Chittagong, and Mathabanga, Khulna
Carcinogenic metals: Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, U
Endocrine disrupting metals: Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn
Most toxic metals: Hg, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, U
Group 1 carcinogenic metals are CrVI, Cadmium and cadmium compounds, Nickel, Uranium products: thorium-230,
radium-226, radon-222 etc.) and Group 2A or probably carcinogenic is Pb; Carcinogenic groups is based on IARC (2006)
(International Agency for Research on Cancer);
Endocrine disrupting metals is based on Kibria et al. 2010.
Toxic metals are based on Kibria et al. 2010.
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4.1: Mercury (Hg) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.1.1: Findings
Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as Mercury (Hg) pollution
“hot spots” (out of eight sites monitored): Site 07: Khejurtolighat (Chittagong) and Site
01: Halda (Chittagong) (Figure 2)



Phase II (March-December 2014): Concentrations at all sites were below the
instrumental detection limits or not detected (out of ten sites monitored).



General Sources: Fertilizers, fungicides, pesticides, lime, pulp and paper production,
paint manufacture, electrical components (cells, lamps, switches, arc rectifiers), dental
amalgams, preservatives, antiseptics, pharmaceuticals, manures, sewage sludge, coal
combustion, run-off of landfill, parent rock material could also be a source of Hg in
waterways (Hossain 1994a; Marcotullio 2007; Kibria et al. 2010; NHMRC& NRMCC
2011, Mallick et al. 2014 ). (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of
pollution in each site).

Concentration of Hg in AM (µg/g)



2013

Figure 2: Hg pollution ‘hot spots’ in Phase I (2013): Site 7 (range: BDL-26.4; mean 18.19); Site 1 (range: BDL23.4; mean 11.8) (µg/g in chelex resin; mean of six months; maximum detection: Oct-Dec (a,b,c denotes significantly
different from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong). BDL= Below detection
limit; LoD= Instrumental limit of detection for Hg was <0.3 μg/g.

(concentrations at all sites were below the instrumental detection limits or not detected (＜0.3 μg/g)

2014

4.1.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Hg pollution “hot spots”
The water/waterways of site 07– Khejurtolighat (Chittagong Coast of Bay of Bengal) are
used for commercial fisheries and other recreational activities including boating, bathing, and
swimming. The water/waterways of site 01 (Halda River) are used for irrigation, agriculture
and fish farming, livestock drinking and bathing. The main Chittagong town water supply
offtake point is located at or close to site 01. Halda River is ecologically sensitive and highly
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significant for Bangladesh since it is the natural spawning and nursery grounds of native and
iconic fish (major carps), such as Catla fish, Catla catla, Rohu fish, Labeo rohita. According
to some estimate about 60% of countries pond based carp aquaculture/fish farming actually
depends on fish seed collected from the Halda River. Halda River is also a source of the
commercial and native giant freshwater prawn (Golda chingri, Macrobrachium rosenbergii)
seed and marketed prawn. The species is one of the important seafood commodities. South
Asian River dolphin, Platanista gangetica sp. (IUCN red listed threatened species) is also
reported to be found in Halda and Sangu Rivers systems.

4.1.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Hg detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including drinking water, irrigation, agriculture, seafood export commodities, fish farming,
aquatic species including native species and human health and livelihoods.
Mercury compounds can damage vital tissues and organs of fish (gills, kidney, and brain) and
the primary effect of mercury on fish populations is most likely reduce reproductive success
resulting from maternally derived mercury to embryonic and larval stages (Hossain 1994b;
ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000; Hossain and Islam 2006; Kibria et al. 2010). It may also
cause reductions in gonad size, circulating reproductive steroids, gamete production (Crump
and Trudeau 2009). Hg biomagnify up the food chain, for example, Hg in particular
organomercurials are readily absorbed into fish and can make its way up the food chain to
humans (Peralta-Videa et al. 2009). Both bioaccumulation potential and toxicity of mercury
are significantly high compared to other toxic metals such as copper, cadmium, lead and zinc
(Connell 1993; ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000). Bio-concentration factors for mercury
(methyl mercury) for fish are relatively very high ranging from 106 to 108 (1,000,000100,000,000) compared to other toxic metals (ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000). Seafood
having elevated concentrations of Hg (above the recommended threshold guideline values)
can be rejected and be recalled from export markets (Kibria et al. 2013).
Elevated levels of mercury can damage human nervous system, brain and kidney (WHO
1996). Most human exposure to mercury is from eating fish and shellfish contaminated with
methylmercury
(http://www2.epa.gov/international-cooperation/minamata-conventionmercury). Methylmercury compounds are almost completely absorbed by the gastrointestinal
tract. Methyl mercury has greater lipid solubility than inorganic mercury and can cross
biological membranes, especially in the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerves and placenta.
The main effects of methyl mercury poisoning are severe irreversible neurological disorder
and mental disability (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011). The notable ‘Minamata disease’
(methylmercury- MeHg poisoning in Japan) is a classic example of bioaccumulation and
biomagnification of mercury into the Minama Bay. The Minamata disease, were caused by
the industrial release into Minamata Bay of methyl mercury and other mercury compounds.
Other countries have reported cases of poisoning caused by mercury contamination of bread
and cereal (Hossain and Islam 2006; NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.1.4: Water quality guidelines for Hg to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.002 mg/L); livestock drinking water (0.002 mg/L); sediment
quality (0.15-1 mg/kg dw); recreational water (1 µg/L); freshwater aquatic life protection
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(0.06 µg/L for 99% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (0.1 µg/L for 99%
species protection); freshwater aquaculture (<1 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<1 µg/L)
(ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (0.001 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood
(0.5 mg/Kg for abalone, crab, prawn, scallops, oyster and 1.0 mg/kg for tuna, sword fish,
snapper) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (0.001 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC
2011).

4.2: Cadmium (Cd) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.2.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Cadmium (Cd) was detected at all the sampling sites
with highest concentration were at two sites: site: 07 Khejurtolighat (Chittagong) and
site 08: Salimpur (Chittagong) (out of eight sites monitored) (the values detected at sites
07 and 08 were not significantly different from other sites) (Figure 3).



Phase II (March-December 2014): One site was identified as cadmium (Cd) pollution
“hot spots” (out of ten sites monitored): Site 9: Bansbaria (Chittagong) (Figure 4).



General sources: Phosphate fertilisers, sewage effluents, batteries, metallurgical
industries, water heater, water coolers, taps, discharge from refineries, corrosion of
galvanised pipes, natural deposits etc. could also be a source of Cd in waterways (Kibria
et al. 2010; NHMRC & NRMCC 2011; Mallick et.al 2014) (Table 2 shows general uses
of water and the sources of pollution in each site).

4.2.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Cd pollution “hot spots”
The water/waterways of site 07– Khejurtolighat (Chittagong Coast, Bay of Bengal) are used
for commercial fishing, collection of shrimp post larvae, and other activities (recreational
activities including boating, bathing, and swimming). The water/waterways of site 08Salimpur (Chittagong coast, Bay of Bengal) are used for commercial fisheries, collection of
shrimp and prawn post larvae and selling (livelihoods), stocking (aquaculture) and activities
related to Ship breaking yards. The water/waterways of site 09- Bansbaria (Chittagong coast,
Bay of Bengal) are used for irrigation and agriculture (rice growing), fishing and bathing.

4.2.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Cd detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including commercial fishing, seafood export commodities, fish farming, and aquatic species
including native species and human health and livelihoods.
Cadmium is highly toxic and non-essential to plants and animals. The toxicity of Cd can
damage the nervous and reproductive systems and can reduce the ability of aquatic organisms
to osmoregulate. Furthermore, higher levels of Cd can have an effect on the survival, growth,
and tissue structure of aquatic species (Kibria et al. 2010). Crustaceans appear to be more
sensitive to cadmium than fish and mollusks (Sadiq 1992). On the otherhand, salt-water
organisms are known to be more resistant to cadmium poisoning than freshwater organisms.
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Concentration of Cd in AM (µg/g)

Cadmium can bio-accumulate in mussels, oysters, shrimps, lobsters and fish (Lenntech
2014), therefore cadmium can be transferred to human via consumption of seafood (Hossain
and Islam 2006; Hossain 2010b).

2013

Figure 3: Cd pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 7 (range: BDL-0.7; mean 0.51 µg/g); Site 8 (range: BDL-0.83; mean 0.49
µg/g); mean of six months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: Jul-Aug. (All eight sites monitored were in
Chittagong). BDL= Below detection limit; LoD= Instrumental limit of detection for Cd was <.0.1 µg/g.

2014

Figure 4: Cd pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 9 (range: 0.73-0.82; mean 0.78 µg/g); mean of three months; µg/g in chelex
resin; maximum detection: March (Sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).

Nonetheless, if cropland is irrigated with wastewater containing cadmium, there is risk or
possibility of transfer of cadmium from crops to humans since crop plant has the ability to
accumulate soil cadmium in grains (Peralta-Videa et al. 2009). According to Mills et al.
(2004), the consumption of vegetables and crops are the main source of cadmium for humans.
A very recent research results by Meharag et al. (2013) reveals elevated levels of cadmium
(Cd) in rice grown in paddy field in Bangladesh (compared to India, Sri Lanka, Ghana, Italy,
Japan, Spain, French, Nepal, Thailand, USA and Cambodia). The high level of cadmium
found in rice of Bangladesh may be related to indiscriminate use of phosphate fertilisers or
other reasons.
Cadmium has been classified as a category 1 carcinogen (cancer causing) and teratogenic and
potentially mutation-causing, with severe sub-lethal and lethal effects at low environmental
concentrations. Cd is not regarded as an essential element to human life and eating cadmium
contaminated cereal can cause cancer, and diseases of the heart, lungs, kidneys and bones and
reproductive failure and infertility etc. Cd accumulates in the body, principally in the kidneys,
leading to gradual renal dysfunction if exposure is high over a long period (Eisler 1985;
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Kibria 2014; Hossain and Islam 2006). Seafood having elevated concentrations of Cd (above
the recommended threshold guideline values) can be rejected and be recalled from export
markets (Kibria et al. 2013).

4.2.4: Water quality guidelines for Cd to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.01-0.05 mg/L), livestock drinking water (0.01 mg/L); sediment
quality (1.5-10 mg/kg dw); recreational water (5 µg/L); freshwater aquatic life protection (0.2
µg/L for 95% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (0.7 µg/L for 99% species
protection); freshwater aquaculture (<0.2-1.8 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<0.5-5 µg/L)
(ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (0.002 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood
(2.0 mg/Kg for abalone, scallops, oyster) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (0.002
mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.3: Copper (Cu) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.3.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as Cu pollution “hot spots”
(out of eight sites monitored): Site 04 Sadarghat (Chittagong) and Site 03 Chaktai,
(Chittagong) (Figure 5). Chaktai (site 03) are very busy and biggest business centre and
stocking/godown place for perishable and non-perishable goods in Chittagong adjacent to
Chakti canal (Khal), which connected to Karnafuli River. Sadarghat (site-4) another
busy place in the city connected by a canal to the Karnafuli River. Thus huge quantity of
waste (biodegradable and non-biodegradable) comes from activities at both side of the
canal and also carries city/market and domestic wastes, and finally finds their way to
Karnafuli River and estuary.



Phase II (March-December 2014). One site was identified as Zinc (Zn) pollution “hot
spots”: Site 15, Boropole Bastuhara Colony (Dhaka) (out of ten sites monitored)
(Figure 6).



General sources: Fertilizers, fungicides, farmyard manures, antifouling paints, sewage
sludge, industrial processes, copper dust, iron and steel production, household plumbing
systems, incineration ash could also be a source of Cu in waterways (Marcotullio 2007,
Kibria et al. 2010) (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of pollution in
each site).
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2013

Figure 5: Cu pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 4 (range: 3.2-11.1; mean 7.8 µg/g); Site 3 (range: 3-9.7; mean 5.8
µg/g); (mean of six months); (µg/g in chelex resin); maximum detection: most months. (a,b denotes significantly
different from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong).

2014

Figure 6: Cu pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 15 (range: 0.10-0.50; mean 0.27 µg/g); (mean of three months);
µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: May (a,b,c denotes significantly different from each other (post-hoc
LSD test) (Sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).

4.3.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Cu pollution “hot spots”
Chakati and Sadarghat sites (site 03 and site 04) are highly polluted. These both the sites
were polluted by the mixed nature of pollutant which causes, degradation of water quality
and absence of fish and other aquatic flora and fauna, except the presence of some pollution
tolerant organisms in that sites (e.g. oligochaetes, polychaetes, univalve etc) and major causes
of for unhealthy aquatic ecosystem for fishery resources in Karanafuli river both for upstream
and downstream (Hossain et.al. 1988; Hossain and Islam 2010). The water/waterways of site
15- Boropole Basthuhara Colony (Buriganga River, Dhaka) are used for bathing and washing
of clothes and transportation.

4.3.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Cu detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity and wildlife and human health and livelihoods. Copper can
impact on aquatic biodiversity and wildlife via toxic effects (sub-lethal and lethal) and
bioaccumulation.
Copper is highly toxic to fish, invertebrates and amphibians (USEPA 1993). Copper (sublethal and toxic levels) can damage gill and kidney, and reduce growth of aquatic organisms
such as fish (Cardeilhac and Whitaker 1988; Kibria et al. 2010). Cu is also known to depress
the immune system of fish (Cardeilhac and Whitaker 1988). It is highly toxic to amphibians
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and may cause mortality and sodium loss with adverse effects in tadpoles and embryos
(Owen 1981; Horne and Dunson 1995). Sensitive algae may be affected by free copper at low
(parts per billion or ppb) concentrations in freshwater (USEPA 2011). Cu can bio-accumulate
(bio-concentrate) in fish and molluscs with high potential to bio-concentrate in molluscs
(Owen 1981). The bio-concentration factors of Cu ranged from 100 to 26,000 (ANZECC &
ARMCANZ 2000).
Toxic effects of Cu in birds include reduced growth rates, lowered egg production, and
developmental abnormalities. Toxicity in mammals includes a wide range of animals and
effects such as liver cirrhosis, necrosis in kidneys and the brain, gastrointestinal distress,
lesions, low blood pressure, and fetal mortality (USEPA 2011). Copper is an essential trace
element for humans, however elevated levels of copper or copper poisoning may result in
cirrhosis of the liver (liver diseases) and, in extreme cases, death of humans (NHMRC &
NRMCC 2011).

4.3.4: Water quality guidelines for Cu to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.2-5 mg/L), livestock drinking water (0.4 mg/L for sheep, 1 mg/L
for cattle, 5 mg/L for pigs and poultry); sediment quality (65-270 mg/kg dw); recreational
water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection (1.4 µg/L for 95% species
protection), marine aquatic life protection (1.3 µg/L for 95% species protection); freshwater
aquaculture (<5 µg/L); marine aquaculture (5 µg/L) (ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000),
recycled water use (2 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (5 mg/kg for molluscs, 10 mg/kg for
crustacean, 0.5 mg/kg for fish) (Food Standards Australia 2001), human health/drinking
water (2 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.4: Lead (Pb) pollution hot spots
4.4.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as Pb pollution “hot
spots” (out of eight sites monitored): Site 07: Khejurtolighat (Chittagong) and Site
01: Halda (Chittagong) (Figure 7).



Phase II (March-December 2014): One site was identified as Pb pollution “hot
spots” Site 17 Kamrangirchar (Dhaka) (out of ten sites monitored) (Figure 8)



General sources: Farmyard manures, sewage sludge, fossil fuel combustion (lead
petrol), pesticides, batteries, paint pigment, storm-water runoff, solder in water-pipes,
steel mill residues could also be a source of Pb in waterways (Marcotullio 2007;
Kibria et al. 2010, Hossain and Islam 2006) (Table 2 shows general uses of water and
the sources of pollution in each site).
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2013

Figure 7: Pb pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 07 (ranges BDL-1.2; mean 0.81 µg/g); site 01 (range BDL-1.1; mean 0.63
µg/g); (mean of six months); (µg/g in chelex resin); maximum detection in Nov.-Dec. (a,b denotes significantly different
from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong). BDL= Below detection limit; LoD=
Instrumental limit of detection for Pd was <.0.3 µg/g.

2014

Figure 8: Pb pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 17 (ranges 0.19-0.42; mean 0.32 µg/g); (mean of three months);
µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: May (a,b, c and d denotes significantly different from each other (posthoc LSD test) (Sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).

4.4.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Pb pollution “hot spots”
See section above 4.1.2 for ecological significance of Pb pollution ‘hot spots’ (site 07 and site
01). The water/waterways of site 17- Kamrangir char (Buriganga River, Dhaka) are used for
bathing and washing of clothes and transportation.

4.4.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Pb detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including drinking water, irrigation, agriculture, seafood commodities, fish farming, and
aquatic species including native species and human health and livelihoods.
Lead can adversely affect aquatic organisms including algae, invertebrates, and fish and
limited adverse effects in amphibians, including loss of sodium, reduced learning capability,
and developmental problems (Horne and Dunson 1995). Lead poisoning caused a wide-range
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of effects in fish including muscular and neurological degeneration and destruction, growth
inhibition, mortality, reproductive problems, and paralysis (USEPA 1976; Eisler 1988). In
particular, Pb was found to be highly toxic to fish such as rainbow trout in both hard water
and soft water (Davies et al. 1976). At elevated levels in plants, lead can cause reduced
growth, photosynthesis, mitosis, and water absorption (Eisler 1988). Birds and mammals
suffer from lead poisoning such as damage to the nervous system, kidneys, liver, sterility,
growth inhibition, developmental retardation, and detrimental effects in blood (Eisler 1988).
Cultivation of crops and vegetables for human or animal consumption on lead contaminated
soil or water can potentially lead to uptake and accumulation in edible plant parts with a
resulting risk to human and animal health (Peralta-Videa et al. 2009). High accumulation of
heavy metals (Pb) in wheat grains grown in the soil dressed with sewage sludge has been
reported from Pakistan (Jamali et al. 2009). Lead is considered as a potential carcinogen
(cancer causing) and can damage cardiovascular, kidney, nervous system, circulatory systems
in humans (Zhuang et al. 2008). Seafood having elevated concentrations of Pb (above the
recommended threshold guideline values) can be rejected and be recalled from export
markets (Kibria et al. 2013).

4.4.5: Water quality guidelines for Pb to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (2-5 mg/L), livestock drinking water (0.1 mg/L); sediment quality
(50-220 mg/kg dw); recreational water (50 µg/L); freshwater aquatic life protection (3.4 µg/L
for 95% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (4.4 µg/L for 95% species
protection); freshwater aquaculture (1-7 µg/L); marine aquaculture (1-7 µg/L) (ANZECC &
ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (not available) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (2 mg/kg for
abalone, oyster, scallops; 0.5 mg/kg for fish (eel, snapper, swordfish, tuna, whiting mackerel,
blue grenadier) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (0.01 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC
2011).

4.5: Zinc (Zn) pollution hot spots
4.5.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): One site was identified as Zn pollution “hot spots” (out
of eight sites monitored): Site 07: Khejurtolighat (Chittagong) (out of eight sites
monitored): (Figure 9).



Phase II (March-December 2014): Two sites were indetified as Zn pollution “hot spots”
(out of 10 sites monitored): Site 19: Hardborad Mill Kheyghat (Khulna) and site 15:
Boropole Bastuhara Colony (Dhaka) (out of ten sites monitored) (Figure 10)
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General Sources: Fertilizers, pesticides, coal and fossil fuel combustion, non-ferrous
metal smelting, galvanized iron and steel, alloys, brass, rubber manufacture, tyres, sewage
sludge, waste incineration, batteries, brass, rubber production, parent rock material could
also be a source of Zn in local waterways (Mallick et al. 2014; Marcotullio 2007; Kibria
et al. 2010). (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of pollution in each
site).

Concentration of Zn in AM (µg/g)



2013

Figure 9: Zn pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 7 (range: 102.7-188.2; mean 137.4 µg/g); mean of six months; µg/g in
chelex resin; maximum detection: Oct-Dec. (a,b denotes significantly different from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All
eight sites monitored were in Chittagong).

2014

Figure 10: Zn pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 19 (range: 58.8-286.8; mean 165.82 µg/g); Site 15 (range: 54.5-204.7;
143.4 µg/g) mean of three months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: May (a,b denotes significantly different from
each other (post-hoc LSD test) (sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).

4.5.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Zn pollution “hot spots”
See section 4.1.2 for ecological significance of Zn pollution hot spot (site 07) (see also Table
2)

4.5.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Zn detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to aquatic species such as
fish and human health.
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Growth, survival, and reproduction of aquatic plants and animals can be adversely affected
by elevated zinc levels (Eisler 1993). Zinc can cause gill damage, reduce growth and kidney
damage of aquatic organisms such as fish (Cardeilhac and Whitaker 1988; Kibria et al. 2010).
Terrestrial invertebrates show sensitivity to elevated zinc levels, with reduced survival,
growth, and reproduction. Elevated zinc levels can cause mortality, pancreatic degradation,
reduced growth, and decreased weight gain in birds (NAS 1980; Eisler 1993).
Though zinc is an essential elements, however, their excessive concentration in food and feed
plants are of great concern because of their toxicity to humans (stomach cramps, skin
irritations, respiratory disorders) (WHO 1996).

4.5.4: Water quality guidelines for Zn to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (2-5 mg/L), livestock drinking water (0.1 mg/L); sediment quality
(200-410 mg/kg dw); recreational water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection
(2.4 µg/L for 99% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (7.0 µg/L for 99%
species protection); freshwater aquaculture (<5 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<5 µg/L)
(ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (3 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (5
mg/kg for fish; 25 mg/kg for crustacean; 130 mg/kg for oysters) (Food Standards Australia
2001), human health/drinking water (<3 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.6: Chromium (Cr) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.6.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): One site was identified as Cr pollution “hot spots” (out
of eight sites monitored): Site 07: Khejurtolighat (Chittagong) (Figure 11)



Phase II (March-December 2014): Concentrations at all sites were below the detection
limits (out of ten sites monitored).



General Sources: Fertilizers, metallurgy, leather and textile manufacturing, painting,
iron and steel production, cement, sewage sludge, incineration and incineration ash,
chrome-plated products, pigments could also be a source of Cr in local waterways
(Mallick et.al.2014, Marcotullio 2007; Leentech 2015) (Table 1 shows specific sources &
mode of risk for each sites). (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of
pollution in each site).
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Concentration of Cr in AM (µg/g)

2013

Figure 11: Cr pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 7 (range: BDL-6.2; mean 2.03 µg/g); mean of six months;
µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: Aug-Sep. (a,b denotes significantly different from each other
(post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong). BDL= Below detection limit; LoD= Instrumental
limit of detection for Cr was <.0.1 µg/g.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----(concentrations at all sites were below the instrumental detection limits or not detected (LoD <.0.3 µg/g)



2014

General Sources: Fertilizers, metallurgy, leather and textile manufacturing, painting,
iron and steel production, cement, sewage sludge, incineration and incineration ash,
chrome-plated products, pigments could also be a source of Cr in local waterways
(Mallick et al. 2014; Marcotullio 2007; Leentech 2015) (Table 1 shows specific sources
& mode of risk for each sites). (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of
pollution in each site).

4.6.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Cr pollution “hot spots”
See section 4.1.2 for ecological significance of Cr pollution hot spot” (site 07)

4.6.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Cr detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity, seafood export commodities, fish farming, and aquatic species
including native species and human health and livelihoods.
Chromium is one of the most common ubiquitous pollutants in the environment. In natural
water, chromium is present mainly as trivalent (CrIII) and hexavalent (CrVI) form, of which
CrIII is less toxic than CrVI. CrVI can pose a risk to both aquatic organisms and humans.
Chromium (VI) compounds are toxic at low concentrations for both plants and animal (the
mechanism of toxicity is pH dependent). Freshwater algae, invertebrates (crustaceans) are
more sensitive to CrVI than fish. CrVI may bio-accumulate (ANZECC and ARMCANZ
2000).
A wide range of adverse effects on aquatic organisms have been observed/ reported, for
example reduced fecundity and survival, growth inhibition, and abnormal movement patterns
in benthic invertebrates and reduced growth, chromosomal aberrations, reduced disease
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resistance, and morphological change in fish (Eisler 1986; USEPA 2011). In fact, Cr
exposure can induce a variety of adverse effects in fish at physiologic, histologic, biochemical, enzymatic, and genetic levels (Hossain and Islam 2006; Nath et.al. 2011). In
aquatic ecosystems, Cr(VI) exposure poses a significant threat to aquatic life (fish) (Velma et
al. 2009). Chromium toxicity with fish (young rainbow trout) was found 50-200 times higher
at pH 6.4 to 7.4 than at pH 7.8 to 8.0 (Van Der Putte et al. 1981). Higher CrIV concentrations
affected embryo survival and growth with reduced larval growth reported in African catfish
(Nguyen and Jansserr 2002).
Chromium may bio-accumulate in algae, other aquatic vegetation, and invertebrates.
Considerable amount of Cr accumulation in fish was reported in internal organs of rainbow
trout at pH 7.8 (Van Der Putte et al. 1981) and in tilapia (Yilmaz et al. 2010). Yilmaz et al.
2010 reported accumulation of chromium in tilapia in the tissues in the following sequence:
gills > skin > muscle tissues (least). High concentrations of chromium, due to the disposal of
metal products in surface waters, can damage the gills of fish. Gills are vital respiratory and
osmoregulatory organs and cellular damage induced by the metal might impair the respiratory
function of the fish by reducing the respiratory surface area (Vutukuru 2005; Lenntech 2014).
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified Cr (IV) as carcinogen
possessing both mutagenic and teratogenic properties. Hexavalent chromium is known for its
negative health and environmental impact, and its extreme toxicity. It causes allergic and
asthmatic reactions and is 1000 times as toxic as trivalent chromium (Lenntech 2014).

4.6.4: Water quality guidelines for Cr to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.1-1 mg/L), livestock drinking water (1 mg/L); sediment quality
(80-370 mg/kg dw); recreational water (50 µg/L); freshwater aquatic life protection CrVi
(0.01 µg/L for 99% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (0.14 µg/L for 99%
species protection); freshwater aquaculture (<20 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<20 µg/L)
(ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (0.05 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood
(no limit) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (CrVI) (0.05 mg/L) (NHMRC &
NRMCC 2011).
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Table 02: General uses of water and the sources of pollution in each site.
Name of the sampling sites

Major sources of pollution

GPS

Salinity range

General uses of water

Site 1. Near the Madunaghat
Bridge, Halda
Location: Halda river

Extensive farming and agricultural area with paper mills (Asian
paper mill), dying industry, textile mill on the upstream.

N 22⁰ 25.996̕
E 91⁰ 52.344̕

Fresh/brackish
water zone

Bathing, irrigation,
agriculture, fisheries,
fishing, Water offtake
point of Chittagong
WASA and local people.

Site 2. Near Kalurghat Bridge,
Kalurghat
Location: Karnafuli River
Reference/ less impacted site

Possible source of pollution was not found here (Kalurghat
industrial area situated about 4 km downstream from the site and
industrial effluent don’t reach in this area, but Karnafuli Paper Mill
is situated on the upstream)

N 22⁰ 23.845
E 91⁰ 53.218̕

Brackish water zone

Bathing, boating, fishing,
domestic water collection
for household work.

Site 3. Mouth of the Chaktai
Canal, Chaktai
Location: Karnafuli River

One of the main discharge point of industrial and domestic /city
wastes of Chittagong City. Receives huge industrial and domestic
wastes from Nasirabad, Roufabad, Aturar depot, Bayezid Bostami,
Bordarhat, Muradpur, Chakbazar, Chaktai, Firingibazar and
Khatunganj. Major polluting industries of these areas are tannery,
textile, garments, chemical industries, steel and re-rolling mills, fish
processing plant, soap and detergent industries. Some major steel
industries include: BSRM steel, KSRM steel, Malik re-rolling
mills, KDS steel, Saleh steel industries Ltd.

N 22⁰ 19.645̕
E 91⁰ 50.814̕

Brackish water zone

Bathing, household work
(slums dwellers normally
takes bath in this highly
polluted water),
commercial boating.

Site 4. Sadarghat
Location: Karnafuli River

There are two active discharge points present near this sampling
site. These two discharge point receive industrial and domestic
waste from Kotowali, Newmarket, Lalkhan, Laldighi, Mehedibag,
Agrabad and also from Nasirabad, Bayezid Bostami areas. Major
polluting units of these areas are dying industries, tannery, textile,
steel and re-rolling mills and fish processing plant etc. About 150200 Small Engineering workshop (machine repairing Unit) present
in Sadarghat and Chaktai area.

N 22⁰ 19.425̕
E 91⁰ 49.878̕

Brackish water zone

Bathing, boating,
shipping
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Site 5. Near 15 no Jetty
Location: Karnafuli River

A number of oil refineries, cement Clinkers, EPZ and different
industries are situated on the upstream and huge number of lighter
ship folk here.

N 22⁰ 14.486̕
E 91⁰ 49.272̕

Saline water Zone

Shipping, boating,
fishing.

Site 6. Mouth of the Karnafuli
River, Patenga
Location: Karnafuli River mouth

Several oil refineries and fertilizer company (CAFCO, CUFL), dry
dock, metal industry present in this area.

N 22⁰ 13.630̕
E 91⁰ 48.094̕

Saline water Zone

Shipping, boating,
fishing, bathing. Patenga
is a major sea beach of
Chittagong where every
day many people visit the
site for recreation

Site 7. Khejurtolighat
Location: Chittagong Coastline,
Uttarkattoli

One of the main discharge points of industrial and domestic wastes.
Major polluting sources of this area are dyeing industries, Textile,
Tannery, Garments etc.

N 22⁰ 21.451̕
E 91⁰ 44.994̕

Saline water Zone

Fishing, Boating,
Bathing. Kattolli sea
beach present in this area
and many people visit the
site for recreation.

Site 8. Salimpur
Location: Chittagong Coastline,
Fauzdarhat

Ship-breaking area with several industries.

N 22⁰ 23.873̕
E 91⁰ 44.605̕

Saline water Zone

Fishing, boating.

Site 9. Bansbaria, Chittagong
Coastline

No major industries found in this area but Ship breaking areas of
Chittagong started about 1 km downstream from this area. There
are no agriculture farming area and potential industrial waste
discharge points at this site therefore may be considered as less
polluted zone

N 22⁰ 30.374׳
E 91⁰ 37.414׳

Saline water zone

Fishing, bathing

Site 10. Uttar Patenga, Chittagong
Coastline

Industrial (Mainly EPZ, textile, tannery and garments are present in
this area) and domestic waste (City wastes) discharge points to
several creeks and canals. Can be considered as an impacted zone.

N 22015.751׳
E 091046. 266׳

Saline water zone

Fishing, Boating,
recreational use.
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Site 11. Jhajghat, Chittagong
coastline, Anwara.

Two fertilizer industries KAFCO, CUFL and a Parki beach situated
on the upstream. This sampling site situated about 3 km
downstream from Karnafuli River mouth. Agricultural activities
found in this area.

N 22010.501׳
E 091048.880׳

Saline water zone

Fishing, boating. Sea
beach situated about 1 km
upstream from this area,
where people use the
water body for different
recreational purpose.

Site 12. Near Moheskhali Jetty,
Moheskhali Channel, Cox’s Bazar

There is no significant source of pollution found in this area but the
site is situated about 3 km south west from the Bakkhali River.
Bakkhali river is the main discharge point of the city waste of
Cox’s Bazar. There are no potential industries found in Cox’s
Bazaar but some processing plant and city waste creating moderate
pollution in Bakkhali River catchment area. Small agriculture also
found in Moheshkhali Island, where saline water don’t able to
reach.

N 21030.940׳
E 091058.949׳

Saline zone

Fishing, salt production,
boating.

Site 13. Near Hatchery area
Kolatoli, Cox’s Bazar

This sampling site situated near hatchery zone and about 2 km
downstream from Kolatoli sea beach. The site can be considered as
chemical waste risk site.

N 21023.668׳
E 091059.735׳

Saline Zone

Fishing, Kolatoli beach
situated near this
sampling site. People use
sea water different
recreational purpose such
as boat riding, diving,
surfing etc.

Site 14. Reju Khal
Cox’s Bazar

It is about 8 to 9 km far from Cox’s Bazar city and there is no
potential source of pollution found in this area. However, small
agricultural activities found in this area. So this area may be
considered as less impacted sites.

N 21017.746׳
E 092003.039׳

Saline Zone

Fishing

Site 15: Near Boropole Bastuhara
colony, Buriganga River, Dhaka.

River water of this area exists as black in colour with rough odour
noticed due to direct dischargement of excessive untreated
industrial and domestic waste (e.g. tanneries). Major industrial
areas of Dhaka city is the Munsiganj, Keraniganj, Naryanganj,
Tejgaon (Heavy industrial area), Hazaribag etc. According to the
Daily Star article of Ershad (2009), about 7,000 units of different
industries of textiles, pharmaceuticals, cement, rubber, chemicals,
pulp, fertilizer, leather, tannery, metals, steel and re-rolling mills,

N 23041.944 ׳E
090024.792׳

Fresh water zone

Boating (for cross the
river), transportation
(Launch, small ship,
mechanized boat),
bathing and washing
clothes in this highly
polluted water by some
people.
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petroleum refinery, plastic industries, dyeing industries, glass
factory and paper boards are discharging about 1.3 million cubic
meters of their untreated effluents in to the Buriganga River system
violating the environment conservation rule 1997. Solid waste
disposal and burnt oil and spillage from mechanized vessels also
have a contribution. Beside the industrial waste, domestic/city
wastes of this world’s most populous city found their final
destination in the Buriganga River system.
Site 16: Near Babubazar Bridge,
Aganagar, Buriganga River,
Dhaka.

Site 17: Kamrangirchar,
Buriganga River, Dhaka.

N 23042.458 ׳E
090024.108׳

Fresh water zone

N 23042.567 ׳E
090023.294׳

Fresh water zone

Site 18: Mirrerdanga Kheyaghat,
Bhairav River, Khulna.

Agricultural farm found in this area without any effective industries
and situated about three kilometres upstream from main industrial
areas of Khulna. This site may be considered as least impacted site.

N 22053.934 ׳E
089031.108׳

Brackish water zone

Bathing, farming, fishing,
and boating.

Site 19: Hardboard mill
Kheyaghat, Bhairav River,
Khulna.

This site is located near the main industrial area of Khulna. Meghna
oil refinery, Jamuna oil refinery, Khulna power company, Padma
oil refinery, People jute mill, Crescent Jute mill, Platinum jute mill
and Daulatpur jute mill, and Khulna hardboard mill are located
serially in this area so it may be considered as high/moderate
impacted area.

N 22051.616 ׳E
089033.187׳

Brackish water zone

Bathing, boating,
transportation of small
lighter ship and
motorized boat.
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Site 20: Rupsha (Mathabhanga),
Rupsha River, Khulna

A discharge point of city and industrial waste present on the
upstream with extensive agriculture and fish farming. It may be
treated as moderate impacted zone.

N 22045.902׳
E 089034.566׳

Brackish water zone

Fishing, transportation,
post-larvae (PL)
collection.

Site 21: Near the Jetty of Mongla
port, Poshur river, Mongla,
Khulna.

This sampling site is located near the main industrial area of
Mongla. Different industries found are edible oil limited, Rupsa oil
refinery, Petromax Gas refinery, Omera petroleum limited,
Pretredect L.P.J oil refinery, Holcim cement, 5 Ring cement,
Basundhara group (Cement and gas factory), King brand Cement,
Elephant Brand Cement factory and Mongla port located on the
upstream of this sampling site, so this site may be selected as
highly/moderately impacted area.

N 22028.988׳
E 089035.482׳

Saline water zone

Fishing, P.L collection,
shipping, transportation.
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4.7: Nickel (Ni) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.7.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Ni was detected at all the sampling sites and at all
the sampling months. Highest concentration was detected at two sites: site 01:
Halda, (Chittagong), and site 04 Sadarghat (Chittagong), however the concentration
detected at both the sites (sites 01 and 04) were not statistically significant from other
sites (Figure 12).



Phase II (March-May 2014): Two sites were identified as Ni pollution “hot spots:
site 15 Boropole Basthuhara Colony (Dhaka) and site 17 Kamrangirchar (Dhaka)
(Figure 13) .

Concentration of Ni in AM (µg/g)

2013

Figure 12: Ni pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 1 (range: 2.3-3.17; mean 2.81); Site 4 (range: 2.4-3.02; mean
2.77); mean of six months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: most months. (All eight sites monitored
were in Chittagong).

2014

Figure 13: Ni pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 15 (range: 2.3-3.7; mean 2.93); Site 17 (range: 2.13-3.06;
mean 2.76); mean of six months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: May (sites 9-11 were in Chittagong;
sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).



General sources: In addition to above sources for those two sites, in general, mining,
smelting, refining, alloy processing, scrap metal reprocessing, fossil fuel combustion, oil
refineries, natural (windblown dust, forest fires), stainless steel, batteries, electroplating
industries, alloys used in chemical, marine and nuclear and aerospace industries, sewage
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sludge, batteries and waste/trash incineration and power plants could also be a source of
Ni in local waterways (ATSDR 2005; Elsier 1998; NHMRC & NRMCC 2011); (Table 2
shows general uses of water and the sources of pollution in each site).

4.7.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Ni pollution “hot spots”
sites
For ecological significance of site 01 and 02, see sections 4.1.2 and 4.3.2 respectively. The
water/waterways of sites 15 and 17 (Buriganga River, Dhaka) are used for boating, washing
of clothes etc.

4.7.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Ni detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity and human health.
Nickel is a dietary requirement for many organisms (Lenntech 2014). Nickel is moderately
toxic to freshwater organisms (ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000) and poisoning may cause gill
damage and even death of fish (Eisler 1998). Some observed effects of nickel in aquatic
environments include tissue damage, genotoxicity, and growth reduction (Environment
Canada 1994). Mollusks and crustaceans are more sensitive to nickel than other organisms.
Svecevičius (2010) conducted an eco-toxicological experiment with five species of fish and
found that rainbow trout is most sensitive to Ni than other tested species in the following
sensitivity order: rainbow trout > three-spined stickleback > perch = roach > dace.
Most nickel in the human body originates from drinking water and food. The International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified nickel compounds as human
carcinogens (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011). Though small quantities of nickel is essential for
human, but higher uptake of Ni could be health hazard and may cause lung cancer, nose
cancer, larynx cancer and prostate cancer, respiratory failure, birth defects, and heart
disorders etc. (Lenntech 2014).

4.7.4: Water quality guidelines for Ni to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.2-2 mg/L), livestock drinking water (1 mg/L); sediment quality
(21-52 mg/kg dw); recreational water (100 µg/L); freshwater aquatic life protection (8 µg/L
for 99% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (7 µg/L for 99% species
protection); freshwater aquaculture (<100 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<100 µg/L) (ANZECC
& ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (0.02 mg/L) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (not
available) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (0.02 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC
2011).
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4.8: Uranium (U) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.8.1: Findings
Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as U pollution “hot spots”
(out of eight sites monitored in phase I): Site 06: Patenga (Chittagong) and Site 08:
Salimpur (Chittagong) (Figure 14). The similar report on the high presence of
Uranium reported recently from a cargo shipment from Chittagong Port, what was
revealed at Singapore Port (according to Prothom Alo, a Bangladesh national Bengali
newspaper report) also supports our present finding on U contamination at Patenga
area and the needs to take immediate steps on the sources and possible mitigation.



Phase II (March-December 2014): One site was identified as U pollution “hot
spots” (out of ten sites monitored): Site 18: Mirrendanga Kheya Ghat (Khulna)
(Figure 15).



General Sources: Phosphate fertiliser (contains about 150 mg/kg Uranium), natural

Concentration of U in AM (µg/g)



2013

Figure 14: U pollution ‘hot spots’ 2013. Site 8 (BDL-0.64; mean 0.45 µg/g); Site 6 (range: BDL-0.51; mean
0.45 µg/g); mean of six months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: Jul-Aug. (All eight sites monitored
were in Chittagong). BDL= Below detection limit; LoD= Instrumental limit of detection for U was <.0.1 µg/g.

2014

Figure 15: U pollution ‘hot spots’ 2014. Site 18 (2.3-3.10; mean 2.36 µg/g); mean of three months; µg/g in
chelex resin; maximum detection: March-April (sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in
Khulna).
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deposits, mill tailings, combustion of coal and other fuels, nuclear power plants,
Uranium mine could also be a source of U in local waterways (ASTDR 1999,
NHMRC & NRMCC 2011) (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of
pollution in each site).

4.8.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of U pollution “hot spots” sites
The water/waterways of both site 06- Patenga (Karnafuli River mouth, main Sea Port of
Bangladesh, as a result every day huge number of big tankers, Cargo vessels and many
National (Ferry & Steamer Service and trawler, mechanized boat for deep sea fishing ) & Sea
going Merchants ships do their commercial activities of loading and unloading, also naval
base activities, coast guard, a no. of industries, which includes Cement Industry, Oil
refineries, fertilizer factories like CACFO, CUFL and export processing zone with a number
of industry and Patenga–beach - place for fishing, recreational activities including boating,
bathing, and swimming and site 08- Salimpur (Chittagong coast, Bay of Bengal) are used for
commercial fishing, collection of shrimp larvae for selling (livelihoods) and stocking
(aquaculture), with recent expansion of ship breaking activities.

4.8.3: Implications
The elevated levels of U detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity and human health.
Food is the major source of uranium intake and highest concentrations are found in shellfish
(NHMRC & NRMCC 2011). People can be exposed to uranium (or its radioactive daughters
such as radon) by ingesting contaminated water and food (fish). The primary route of
exposure of aquatic organisms to uranium is likely from the water and sediments. Uranium
can bio-accumulate in fish, the major sites of U accumulation can be in the mineralized
tissues, bone and scales, and in intestine, liver, kidney, major accumulation occur in fish
gonads (based on a study with whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) (Cooley and Klaverkamp
2000). In addition, U also accumulates in sediments. Therefore, fish can accumulate U via
ingestion of sediments and contaminated diet items. U can also exert sub-lethal effects on fish
(Cooley 1998; http://mspace.lib.umanitoba.ca/handle/1993/1138). Plants may absorb uranium
through their roots such as root vegetables as a consequence radishes may contain higher than
usual concentrations of uranium (Lenntech 2014). In humans and experimental animals, the
main toxic effect of short-term exposure to high concentrations of uranium is inflammation of
the kidney (kidney disease), cancer (exposure of enriched uranium) (NHMRC & NRMCC
2011; Lenntech 2014).

4.8.4: Water quality guidelines for U to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.01-0.1 mg/L), livestock drinking water (0.2 mg/L); sediment
quality (not available); recreational water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection
(not available), marine aquatic life protection (not available); freshwater aquaculture (not
available); marine aquaculture (not available) (ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled
water use (not available) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (not available) (NRS 2012), human
health/drinking water (0.017 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).
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4.9: Manganese (Mn) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.9.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as Mn pollution “hot spots”
(out of eight sites monitored): Site 04: Sadarghat, Chittagong and Site 03: Chaktai,
Chittagong (Figure 16).



Phase II (March-December 2014): Two sites were identified as Mn pollution “hot
spots” (out of ten sites monitored): Site 17: Kamrangirchar, Dhaka and Site 16:
Babubazar bridge, Dhaka (Figure 17).



General Sources: Fertilizers, dry cell batteries, municipal wastewater discharges, sewage
sludge, mining and mineral processing paints, ink, glass, steel alloys, emissions from
alloy, steel, and iron production, combustion of fossil fuels, power plants, and ceramics
could also be a source of Mn in local waterways (ANZECC and ARMCANZ 2000, WHO
2004; Mallick et.al.2014). (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of
pollution in each site).

4.9.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Mn pollution “hot spots”
See section 4.3.2 for ecological significance of Mn pollution hot spots (see also Table 2).

4.9.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Mn detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity and wildlife.
Manganese is an essential nutrient for microorganisms, plants, and animals (ANZECC &
ARMCANZ 2000; WHO 2004). Manganese in water can be significantly bio-concentrated by
aquatic biota at lower trophic levels. Manganese (as manganese chloride) caused significant
reduction in survival and hatchling of yellow crab (Cancer anthonyi) embryos (at 0.01 mg
manganese/litre) (as manganese chloride) (McDonald et al 1988). In a metal contaminated
estuary in North Carolina, USA, the high frequency of blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus) with
shell disease (lesions) was ascribed to manganese toxicity, since the manganese concentration
was always highest in the diseased crabs (Weinstein et al. 1992). Increased mortality of
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) at a hatchery was found to be positively correlated with
manganese concentration (<0.5–1 mg/litre). Significant embryonic mortality was observed in
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) eggs exposed to 1 mg manganese sulfate/litre (Lewis
1976, Hossain 2010c).
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2013

Figure 16: Mn pollution ‘hot spots’. Site 4 (range: 279.2-741.7; mean 509.5 µg/g); Site 3
(range: 113.8-508.2; mean 308.4 µg/g); mean of six months; chelex resin; maximum detection:
Jun-Jul. (a,b,c denotes significantly different from each other (post-hoc LSD test). (All eight sites
monitored were in Chittagong).

2014

Figure 17: Mn pollution ‘hot spots’: Site 17 (range: 182-242; mean 207.3 µg/g); Site 16 (range:
168.8-217.5; mean 190 µg/g); mean of three months; chelex resin; maximum detection: March.
(a,b,c denotes significantly different from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (sites 9-11 were in
Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in Khulna).

Manganese is an essential element and is required by mammals and birds for normal growth.
Elevated levels of manganese in birds caused the following effects: decreased hemoglobin,
anemia, reduced growth (ATSDR 1991). In mammals, the effects include alterations of brain
chemicals, gastric irritation, delayed testicular development, low birth weights, behavioral
changes, and muscular weakness (ATSDR 1991).

4.9.4: Water quality guidelines for Mn to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.2-10 mg/L), livestock drinking water (not available); sediment
quality (not available); recreational water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection
(1200 µg/L for 99% species protection), marine aquatic life protection (not available);
freshwater aquaculture (<10 µg/L); marine aquaculture (<10 µg/L) (ANZECC & ARMCANZ
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2000), recycled water use (not available) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (not available) (NRS
2012), human health/drinking water (0.5 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.10: Cobalt (Co) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.10.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Co was detected at all the sampling sites with site
04 Sadarghat, Chittagong had the highest concentration (Figure 18).



Phase II (March-December 2014): Concentration at all sites was below the
instrumental detection limits or not detected (out of ten sites monitored)



General Sources: Coal-fired power plants and incinerators, exhaust from vehicles,
mining and processing activities, the production of alloys and chemicals, sewage
effluents, urban run-off, and agricultural run-off could also be a source of Co in
waterways (Nagpal 2004) (Table 1 shows specific sources & mode of risk for each
sites and Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of pollution in each
site).

Concentration of Co in AM (µg/g)

2013

Figure 18: Co pollution ‘hot spots.’ Site 4 (range: BDL-0.69; mean 0.37 µg/g); mean of six
months; µg/g in chelex resin; maximum detection: Jun-Jul. (a,b,c denotes significantly different
from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong). BDL= Below
detection limit; LoD= Instrumental limit of detection for Co was <.0.1 µg/g.

(concentrations at all sites were below the instrumental detection limits)

2014

4.10.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Co pollution “hot spots”
See section 4.3.2 for ecological significance of Co pollution hot spots
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4.10.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Co detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to beneficial water uses
including aquatic biodiversity.
Based on literature review, aquatic invertebrates (e.g. daphnids, Daphnia magna) are most
sensitive group of organisms to cobalt exposure, followed by fish (most sensitive fish is
rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss) and plants (reviewed by Nagpal 2004).
Cobalt is beneficial for humans because it is a part of vitamin B12, which is essential for
human health. Soils near mining and melting facilities may contain very high amounts of
cobalt, therefore the uptake of high concentration by humans through eating plants can cause
health effects including vomiting, nausea, vision problems, heart problems and thyroid
damage etc. (Lenntech 2014).

4.10.4: Water quality guidelines for Co to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.05-0.1 mg/L), livestock drinking water (1 mg/L); sediment quality
(not available); recreational water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection (1.4 1.4
µg/L, Nagpal 2004), marine aquatic life protection (0.005 µg/L for 99% species protection);
freshwater aquaculture (not available); marine aquaculture (not available) (ANZECC &
ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use (not available) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (not
available) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking water (not available) (NHMRC & NRMCC
2011).

4.11: Iron (Fe) pollution ‘hot spots’
4.11.1: Findings


Phase I (June-December 2013): Two sites were identified as Fe pollution “hot spots”
(out of eight sites monitored). Site 03: Chaktai, Chittagong and Site 04: Sadarghat,
Chittagong (Figure 19)



Phase II (March-December 2014): Two sites were identified as Fe pollution “hot spots”
(out of ten sites monitored). Site 10: Uttar Patenga, Chittagong and Site 15: Boro Pole
Basthuhara Colony, Dhaka (Figure 20)



General sources: Iron is one of most important element in the universe. It is also the
most used of all the metals. Iron, steel products, pigments could also be a source in local
waterways. (Table 2 shows general uses of water and the sources of pollution in each
site).
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4.11.2: Ecological and other beneficial significances of Fe pollution “hot spots”
See section 4.3.2 for ecological significance of Fe pollution ‘hot spots’ (sites 3 and 04). The
waterways/water of sites 10 and 15 are used for fishing, boating, recreational and other
domestic uses.

4.11.3: Implications
The elevated levels of Fe detected at “hot spots” may pose a risk to some sensitive fish
species.

Concentration of Fe in AM (µg/g)

2013

Figure 19: Fe pollution ‘hot spots’. Site 3 (range: 160.2-4797.1; mean 1722 µg/g); Site 4 (range: 461.31884.7; mean 903.1); (µg/g in chelex resin); maximum detection: Aug-Sep. (a,b,c denotes significantly
different from each other (post-hoc LSD test) (All eight sites monitored were in Chittagong).

2014

Figure 20: Fe pollution ‘hot spots’. Site 10 (range: 24.8-28.2; mean 26.48 µg/g); Site 15 (range: 16.2-42;
mean 25.67); (µg/g in chelex resin); maximum detection: May. (a,b,c, d denotes significantly different from
each other (post-hoc LSD test) (sites 9-11 were in Chittagong; sites 15-17 in Dhaka and sites 18-21 in
Khulna).

Iron is an essential trace element for both plants and animals (ANZECC and ARMCANZ
2000). However, excess amount in the environment can cause sub-lethal effects on aquatic
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organisms such as fish. Experiments conducted found that iron (iron sulphate) accumulated in
fish (Rainbow trout) gills and caused clogging and damaged gills (Dalzell and Macfarlane
1999). Respiratory disruption due to physical clogging of the gills could be a possible
mechanism for iron toxicity in fish. On the contrary, the fish, Catla catla showed
significantly highest tolerance to Fe followed by Mn, Pb, Ni (Abdullah and Javed 2006,
Hossain 2010c). It means that effects of Fe on fish may vary depending on species. In
summary, there is paucity information on the long-term ecological impact of iron on aquatic
species.
Food is the major source of iron intake, and iron is a natural constituent in plants and animals.
Fish, green vegetables and tomatoes have high iron content. Studies with animals over long
periods have reported only very mild adverse effects associated with a high iron intake
(NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

4.11.4: Water quality guidelines for Co to reduce risks or to protect primary
industries, environment, aquatic species and human health
Irrigation water quality (0.2-10 mg/L), livestock drinking water (not available); sediment
quality (not available); recreational water (not available); freshwater aquatic life protection
(not available), marine aquatic life protection (not available); freshwater aquaculture (<10
µg/L); marine aquaculture (<10 µg/L) (ANZECC & ARMCANZ 2000), recycled water use
(not available) (NWQMS 2007); seafood (not available) (NRS 2012), human health/drinking
water (<0.3 mg/L) (NHMRC & NRMCC 2011).

5. Conclusion
The study (Pollution Monitoring in Rivers, Estuaries and Coastal Areas of Bangladesh with
Artificial Mussels (AM) Technology) generated some new knowledge and information for
Bangladesh including the following: (a) successfully deployed and retrieved AM technology
– as an standard and cost-effective metal pollution monitoring tool in waterways of
Bangladesh; (b) identified possible metals pollution sources in the studied areas; (c) detected
eleven metals: Mercury (Hg); Cadmium (Cd); Copper (Cu); Lead (Pb); Zinc (Zn); Chromium
(Cr); Nickel (Ni); Uranium (U); Manganese (Mn); Cobalt (Co), and Iron (Fe), in the studied
areas, some of which are known to be highly toxic to biota such as fish and shrimps/prawn,
amphibians and mammals (Hg, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, U), endocrine disrupting (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn)
and carcinogenic to humans (Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, U); (d) documented the spatial and temporal
variations in metal concentrations during the period of investigation (summer, rainy and
autumn ) and (e) Identified metal pollution “hot spots”; (f) compared the uptake mechanisms
of metals by live green mussels (LM) (Perna viridis, an indicator species for pollution
monitoring in water ways) and artificial mussels (AM).
The “Artificial mussel” (AM), technology used to monitor and assess the threats and risks
posed from pollutants (toxic metals) found eleven metal (11) “pollution hot spots” in
combined phase I (June-December 2013) and phase II (March-May 2014) pollution
monitoring study carried out in the Rivers, estuaries and coastal waters of Bangladesh
(Chittagong, Dhaka and Khulna). The eleven pollution “hot spots” were:
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Chittagong waterways
 Khejurtolighat
 Halda
 Sadarghat
 Salimpur
 Chaktai
 Bansbaria
 Patenga
Dhaka waterways
 Kamrangirchar
 Boropole Bastuhara Colony
Khulna waterways
 Hardborad Mill Kheyghat
 Mirrendanga Kheyaghat

The most hazardous, moderately hazardous and least hazardous sites in phase I and phase II
studies were as follows:






Most hazardous/highly impacted sites were Khejurtolighat, Chittagong (Hg, Cd,
Pb, Zn, Cr), Halda, Chittagong (Hg, Pb, Ni), Sadarghat, Chittagong (Cu, Ni, Mn, Co,
Fe) Kamrangirchar, Dhaka (Pb, Ni, Mn) and Boropole Bastuhara Colony, Dhaka
(Cu, Zn, Ni, Fe) (due to their high contamination levels/concentrations than other
metals and where most of the carcinogenic, endocrine disrupting and toxic metals
were detected).
Medium hazardous/medium impacted sites were Salimpur, Chittagong (Cd, U);
Chaktai, Chittagong (Cu, Mn, Fe); Patenga, Chittagong (U); Bansbaria, Chittagong
(Cd), Hardborad Mill Kheyghat, Khulna (Zn) and Mirrendanga Kheya Ghat, Khulna
(U) (where comparatively less carcinogenic and endocrine disrupting metals were
detected) and the
Least hazardous/less impacted sites were 15 No Jetty, Chittagong; Kalurghat,
Chittagong; Jhag Ghat, Chittagong and Mathabanga, Khulna (these sites were not
pollution “hot spots”).

Table 3 provides a summary of findings, ecological risks and possible consequences of
metals detected.
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Table 3: Summary of metal pollution monitoring findings, environmental and public health and other
beneficial risks and consequences on aquatic biota, wildlife and human health [* denotes detected values are
significantly higher from other sites]
Metals detected

Sites where elevated metals
detected

*Mercury (Hg)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
endocrine
disruptors)

Site 07: Khejurtolighat,
Chittagong (impacted by
industrial and domestic
waste)

Site 01: Halda, Chittagong
(impacted by industrial and
domestic waste, extensive
farming such as agriculture,
paper mills, dying industry,
textile mills)

Cadmium (Cd)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
carcinogenic,
endocrine
disruptors)

*Copper (Cu)
(persistent, toxic)

*Lead (Pb)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
carcinogenic,
endocrine
disruptors)

Site: 07 Khejurtolighat,
Chittagong

Environmental, public
and other possible
beneficial risks
Major risks: Water
quality, fishing, Shrimp
PL, other commercial
activities;
Minor risks:
Recreational activities
including boating,
bathing, and swimming
Major risks: Drinking
water, water quality,
irrigation, agriculture
seafood export
commodities, fish
farming, aquatic species
including native fish
(major carps) and
prawn, human health
and livelihoods.
As above

Site: 08: Salimpur,
Chittagong (impacted by ship
breaking activities)

Major risks: Water
quality, commercial
fisheries, shrimp and
prawn seeds,
aquaculture,
livelihoods, seafood
exports

Site 09: Bansbaria,
Chittagong

Major risks: Water
quality, fishing
Minor risks: Bathing
Major risks: Water
quality, commercial
fisheries

Site 04: Sadarghat,
Chittagong (impacted by
municipal and domestic
waste, welding shops (tin,
grill & iron), metal industries.
Site 03: Chaktai, Chittagong
(impacted by metal industries/
factories, iron, tin , welding
shops, industrial, domestic
and municipal wastes)
Site 15: Boropole Bastuhara
Colony, Dhaka

Site 07: Khejurtolighat,
Chittagong
Site 01: Halda, Chittagong

Site 17: Kamrangirchar,
Dhaka

Possible consequences

Reduce reproductive success of
embryonic and larval stages of fish;
seafood contamination/ poisoning; may
damage human nervous system, brain
and kidney.

Highly toxic and can damage the
nervous and reproductive systems of
fish and survival, growth, of aquatic
species; crop, vegetables and seafood
contamination/poisoning; can cause
cancer, and diseases of the heart, lungs,
kidneys and bones and reproductive
failure and infertility in humans.

Highly toxic to fish, invertebrates and
amphibians; copper poisoning may
result in liver diseases in humans.

Major risks: Water
quality, commercial
fisheries

Major risks: Water
quality, fish, aquatic
biota
Minor risks: Boating,
transportation, washing,
bathing
As above
As above

Adverse effects on algae, invertebrates,
fish , amphibians, birds and mammals;
food contamination/poisoning (crops,
vegetables, seafood); potential
carcinogen and may damage
cardiovascular, kidney, nervous system,
circulatory systems in humans

Major risks: Water
quality, fish, aquatic
biota
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*Zinc (Zn)
(persistent, toxic,
endocrine
disruptors)

Site 07: Khejurtolighat,
Chittagong
Site 17: Boropole Bastuhara
Colony, Dhaka
Site 19: Hardborad Mill
Kheyghat, Khulna

Minor risks: Boating,
transportation, washing,
bathing
As above
As above
Major risks: Water
quality, fish, prawn,
aquatic biota
Minor risks: Bathing,
boating
As above

*Chromium (Cr)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
carcinogenic)
Nickel (Ni)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
carcinogenic)

Site 07: Khejurtolighat,
Chittagong

Site 01: Halda, Chittagong
Site 04: Sadarghat,
Chittagong
Site 17: Kamrangirchar,
Dhaka

As above
As above

*Uranium (U)
(persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic,
carcinogenic)

Site 06: Patenga, Chittagong
(impacted by main Sea port
activities, Naval jetty, oil
refineries, fertiliser factories,
dry dock and metal industries,
Export processing zone )
Site 08: Salimpur, Chittagong
Site 18: Mirrendanga Kheya
Ghat, Khulna
Site 04: Sadarghat

Major risks: water
quality, commercial
fisheries, shrimp and
prawn seeds,
aquaculture,
livelihoods, seafood
exports
As above
Minor risks: Bathing,
boating
As above

Site 03: Chaktai

As above
As above

*Cobalt (Co)

Site 17: Kamrangirchar,
Dhaka
Site 04: Sadarghat

*Iron (Fe)

Site 03: Chaktai

As above

Site 04: Sadarghat)

As above

Site 17: Boropole Bastuhara
Colony, Dhaka

As above

*Manganese (Mn)

As above

As above

Growth, survival, and reproduction of
aquatic plants and animals can be
adversely affected.

Reduced fecundity, survival, growth in
invertebrates and fish can be affected; It
can cause cancer in human.
Nickel poisoning may cause gill
damage and even death of fish; higher
nickel uptake may cause lung cancer,
nose cancer, prostate cancer, respiratory
failure, birth defects, and heart
disorders etc.
Crops, root vegetables and seafood
contamination/poisoning; may cause
Kidney disease, cancer in humans from
exposure of uranium

May cause reduction in survival and
hatchling of crabs, shell disease in
crabs and mortality of sensitive fish
species

Aquatic invertebrates are most sensitive
group of organisms to cobalt followed
by fish
Excess iron concentration in the
aquatic environment may cause
clogging of gills resulting damaged of
fish gills

Possible sources of pollution in the studied waterways/areas that caused metal pollution
Industrial, domestic and city wastes including fertlisers, fungicides, manures; runoff of
landfill; electrical component; batteries; galvanised pipes; agriculture, aquaculture
(fish/shrimp farming); pharmaceuticals; cement factories; sewage sludge; pigment paints;
antifouling paints; power plants; pulp and paper mills; dying industries; textile mills and
garments industries; tanneries/leather industries; jute mills; ship breaking activities; welding
shops (tin & iron); fossil fuel combustion; storm water runoff; waste incineration; oil
refineries; fertiliser factories; dry dock and metal industries etc.
The pollution “hot spots” possesses some significant ecological values since
waterways/water support commercial fisheries/commercial fishing, recreational activities,
drinking, domestic and industrial water supply, irrigation, agriculture and fish
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farming/aquaculture, natural breeding and nursing grounds of native fish, prawn/shrimp,
amphibians, reptiles, aquatic mammals and other ecosystems goods and services including
rural livelihoods. As a consequence of metal pollution, the growth, survival and reproduction
of aquatic species may be impaired (e.g. fish, prawn, shrimp and amphibians), sensitive
native species may be eliminated or reduced, food contamination/food poisoning (e.g.
seafood, crops, vegetables) may be enhanced (due to bioaccumulation and biomagnification
of some toxic metals), seafood may be rejected (due to higher contamination with mercury,
cadmium and lead) and human health may be at risk to diseases (e.g. cancer) due to elevated
exposure of metals (via food and water).
There is a need to ensure that water and food (seafood, vegetables) consumed by native
(Bangladeshi) people are safe, and aquatic ecosystems (i.e. commercially important and
major sources of fishery resources for the country, like wetlands, lakes, rivers, estuary and
coastal area of Bay of Bengal) of Bangladesh are safe from hazardous and toxic pollutants by
reducing indiscriminate discharge through mitigation and implementation of EMP and ETP
in industry and other sectors.
Similarly, Ecologically critical and sensitive areas, also World Heritage and Ramasar
wetlands-i.e. Sundarban mangrove ecosystem, Tanguar haor, Hakoloku haor and
Ecologically Critical Areas/Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) & (ECAs)- St Martins Coral
Islands, Sonadia Island etc. and ‘Sanctuary” that provide many ecosystem goods, resources
and services can sustain and continues to benefit the present and future generations and are
not threatened by hazardous pollution. To maintain that, following recommendations are
given:

6. Recommendations
Based on our study, we recommend that further research and investigations be conducted to
reduce risks of hazardous pollution contaminating our waterways and thereby to safe
guarding ecosystem health, human health and environment in Bangladesh as listed below:
6.1: Generation of ecotoxicological data for sensitive aquatic species of Bangladesh for
development of national water quality guidelines: A research study may be initiated to
generate baseline ecotoxicological data of sensitive edible native fish, commercial aquatic
species and other aquatic organisms of Bangladesh which may be threatened due to
hazardous and toxic pollutants and later in other edible food items. Such data would be
helpful for development of national water and food quality guidelines specific for Bangladesh
for the food security and protection of human health from carcinogenic and endocrine
disrupting and toxic chemicals. There is apparently no national water and food quality
guidelines for the protection of aquatic ecosystems in Bangladesh (for toxicants such as
metals, pesticides and other persistent toxic chemicals) (see Hossain 2004; Hossain 2009;
2010 a, b, c, 2011, Nugegoda and Kibria 2012; see also BOBLME web site
http://www.boblme.org/bangladesh.html).
6.2: Residue monitoring and food safety, food quality and protection of human health in
Bangladesh: To safe guard human health, augmenting food safety and food quality and
seafood export markets, that a marine residue monitoring for persistent pollutants (e.g. metals
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and pesticides and others) can be initiated in Bangladesh encompassing common seafood and
commercial fishes, prawn/shrimps, molluscs, sharks, seaweeds and marine trash fish (used as
fish meal) used in poultry and aquaculture industries. Such information appears to be lacking
in Bangladesh.
6.3: Protection of ecologically sensitive sites of Bangladesh and BoBLME countries from
hazardous pollution: A pollution monitoring can be initiated to assess threats and risks
posed from hazardous chemical and biological pollutants on Ramsar sites (e.g. Sundarbans
mangroves, Khulna; Tanguar haor, Sylhet, and some other ecologically sensitive/marine
reserve sites (e.g. St Martins Coral Islands, Moheskhali, Nijhum deep, Hatiya Upazila,
Noakhali, Chokoria, Chittagong) using innovative AM technology or biomarkers to assess
spatial and temporal variations in pollution and identifying pollution “hot spots” in
Bangladesh and other BoBLME countries.
6.4: Environmental awareness, education and capacity building in Bangladesh and
other BoBLME countries of young scientists on pollution monitoring: A programme can
be undertaken on awareness, education and capacity development of Bangladeshi
people/scientists and BoBLME countries on persistent pollutants and its impacts on
ecosystems and human health (via development of simple and easily understandable
factsheets, and circulating via on line or as hardcopies) and training of young scientists
(research and training of postgraduates) on ecotoxicological studies and hazardous
pollution/pollutants.
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8. Acronyms and glossary
Bioaccumulation: Accumulation of substances, such as pesticides, or other organic chemicals in an organism. A process
by which chemical substances are accumulated by aquatic organisms from water, either directly or
through consumption of food containing the chemicals.
Biomagnification: The increasing concentration of a substance, such as a toxic chemical Metals or pesticides, in the tissues
of organisms at successively higher levels in a food chain. Biological magnification often refers to the
process whereby certain substances such as pesticides or heavy metals move up the food chain, and are
eaten by aquatic organisms such as fish, which in turn are eaten by large birds, animals or humans. The
substances become concentrated in tissues or internal organs as they move up the chain. The following is
an example showing how bio-magnification takes place in nature: An anchovy eats zoo-plankton that has
tiny amounts of mercury that the zoo-plankton has picked up from the water throughout the anchovies
lifespan. A tuna eats many of these anchovies over its life, accumulating the mercury in each of those
anchovies into its body.
Bioconcentration: The accumulation of a chemical in tissues of an organism (such as fish) to levels that are greater than the
level in the medium (such as water) in which the organism resides; Movement of a substance such as a
pesticide from the surrounding environment (abiotic) into living organisms, especially via passive
absorption.
Bioconcentration factor: A measure of the tendency for a chemical to accumulate. The ratio of the concentration of a
substance in a living organism (mg/kg) to the concentration of that substance in the surounding
environment (mg/l for aquatic systems).
BOBLME:

Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem Project

Cancer:

A disease characterized by the rapid and uncontrolled growth of aberrant cells into malignant tumors.

Carcinogen:

Any substance capable of producing cancer or a chemical which causes or induces cancer

Cardiovascular:

The heart and blood vessels.

system
Chronic:

Occurring over a long period of time, either continuously or intermittently, used to describe
Ongoing exposures and effects that develop only after a long exposure
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Concentration:

The amount of active ingredient or pesticide or metals equivalent in a quantity of diluent,
expressed as ml/liter, mg/L etc.

Concentration:
Factors:

Concentration factors indicate whether or not a compound is accumulated in the tissue of an
organism. It is calculated by dividing the concentration of the compound in the tissue by the
concentration ingested in the diet or taken up from the surrounding medium.

Diffusion:

The movement of suspended or dissolved particles from a more concentrated region to a less
concentrated region as a result of the random movement of individual particles. Diffusion tends to
distribute particles uniformly throughout the available volume.

Ecotoxicology:

The study of the effects of toxic chemicals on biological organisms, especially at the population,
community, ecosystem level. Ecotoxicology is a multidisciplinary field, which integrates toxicology and
ecology.

Endocrine:
disruptors

Endocrine disruptors are chemicals that, at certain doses, can interfere with the endocrine (or
hormone system) in animals. These disruptions can cause cancerous tumors, birth defects, and other
developmental disorders

Endpoint:

A biological effect used as an index of the effect of a chemical on an organism.

Fetus:

Unborn or unhatched vertebrate, especially one that has attained the basic structure of its kind; a
developing human, usually from three months after conception until birth.

FAO:

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations

Fungicide:

A class of pesticides used to kill fungi, primarily those which cause diseases of plants.

Half-life:

The time required for half of the residue to lose its analytical identity whether through dissipation,
decomposition, metabolic alteration or other factors. The half-life concept may be applied to
residues in crops, soil, water, animals or specific tissues.

Hazard:

The potential that the use of a product would result in an adverse effect on man or the environment in
a given situation.

IMSF:

Institute of Marine Sciences and Fisheries, Chittagong University

LC:

Lethal Concentration.

LC50:

The concentration of toxicant necessary to kill 50 percent of the organisms being tested. It is usually
expressed in parts per million (ppm).

LC50/96 hr:

Lethal concentration in a 96-hour test.

Metals:

A metal is a material (an element, compound, or alloy) that is typically hard, opaque, shiny, and has
good electrical and thermal conductivity.

Nervous system:

Includes the brain and all the nerves.

Toxic:

Poisonous
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9. Newspaper News about the Research Findings
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Pollution may drive fish away from Bay
Environmentalists tell seminar
Staff Correspondent
Continuation of environmental contamination at the current rate may prompt fish to start
shifting away from the Bay of Bengal, hampering protein supply and livelihoods,
environmentalists told an international seminar in the capital's Cirdap auditorium yesterday.
“Pollution in Water Ways of Bangladesh, the Risk on Ecosystem and Human Health and
other Beneficial Water Uses” was organised by the Chittagong University's Institute of
Marine Sciences and Fisheries to reveal findings of a research.
The research identified Khejurtolighat, Halda and Sadarghat in Chittagong and
Kamrangirchar and Boropole Bastuhara Colony in Dhaka as the five “most hazardous sites”
or “pollution hot spots” where high concentrations of most of the carcinogenic and endocrine
disrupting toxic metals were detected.
Assessing the ecological and public health risks of metal contamination within the waterway,
the research said such abundance posed a risk to water use including for drinking, irrigation
and agriculture and to aquatic species, human health and livelihoods. Titled “Pollution
monitoring in rivers, estuaries and coastal areas of Bangladesh with artificial mussel (AM)
technology”, the research made use of artificial mussels for monitoring and assessing
concentration levels of 11 metals including mercury, cadmium, copper and uranium.
The institute, in collaboration with scientists from RMIT University, Australia; City
University of Hong Kong; and University of Hong Kong, conducted the research monitoring
21 sites in the Karnaphuli river estuary, Chittagong coast, Cox's Bazar and the Buriganga,
Bahira, Pasur and Rupsa rivers between 2013 and 2014.
Secretaries Shelina Afroza of fisheries and livestock and Rear Admiral (retd) Khurshed Alam
of the foreign affairs (maritime affairs division) ministries and Chittagong University ProVice Chancellor Prof Iftekhar Uddin Chowdhury were present.
(accessed 13 February 2015)
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বাাংলাদেশ
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তিন জেলার ১১ েলাশদে তবপজ্জনক মাত্রাে
ধািু
নিজস্ব প্রনিবেদক | আপবেট: ০০:৪৫, জািুযানি ১৭, ২০১৫ | নপ্রন্ট সংস্কিণ
17 January 2015
গবেষণায নিি জজলাি ১১টি জলাশবয নেপজ্জিক মাত্রায দূষণকািী ধািু পাওযা জগবে। মািেবদহ ও অিযািয প্রাণীি জন্য
হুমনক সৃনিকািী ওই সে ভািী ধািু ি প্রধাি উৎস নশল্প কািখািা ও জিৌযাি।
চট্টগ্রাম নেশ্বনেদযালবযি ইিনিটিউট অে জমনিি সাবযন্স অযান্ড নিশানিজ (আইএমএসএি), নসটি ইউনিভানসিটি অে হংকং
ও অবেনলযাি আিএমআইটি নেশ্বনেদযালয জযৌথভাবে এই গবেষণা কবিবে। জানিসংবেি খাদয ও কৃ নষ সংস্থা (এিএও),
জলাোল এিভাযিিবমন্টাল জিনসনলটি (নজইএি) ও জে অে জেঙ্গল লাজি জমনিি ইবকানসবিম প্রকল্প গবেষাটিবি সহাযিা
কবিবে।
গিকাল শুক্রোি িাজধািীি নসিোপ নমলিাযিবি ‘োংলাবদবশ জলাভূ নম দূষণ, প্রনিবেশ, মািেবদহ এেং জলাভূ নম
েযেহািকািীবদি জিয ঝুুঁ নক’ শীষিক জসনমিাবি ওই গবেষণাি িলািল প্রকাশ কিা হয।
জসনমিাবি অবেনলযাি আিএমটি ইউনিভানসিটিি জগালাম নকেনিযা গবেষণাি িলািল উপস্থাপি কবিি। নিনি েবলি,
২০১৩ সাবলি িবভম্বি জথবক ২০১৪ সাবলি িবভম্বি সমযকাবল চট্টগ্রাম, খুলিা ও ঢাকাি ১১টি জলাশবযি পানিি িমুিা
পিীক্ষা সংগ্রহ কিা হয। জসই িমুিা হংকংবযি নসটি ইউনিভানসিটিবি পিীক্ষা কিা হয। পিীক্ষাি িলািবল জদখা জগবে,
পানিবি পািদ, কযােনমযাম, িামা, নসসা, দস্তা, জক্রানমযাম, নিবকল, ইউবিনিযাম, মযাঙ্গানিজ, জকাোল্ট, জলাহা িবযবে।
এসে ধািে পদাবথিি পনিমাণ সহিীয মাত্রাি জচবয অবিক জেনশ।
জগালাম নকেনিযা েবলি, চট্টগ্রাবমি জখজুিিনল োট, হালদা িদী, সদিোট, ঢাকাি েুন়িগঙ্গা িীিেিী কামিাঙ্গীিচি,
ে়িপুল োস্তুহািা কবলানি এলাকায িীব্র মাত্রায দূষণকািী ধািু পাওযা জগবে। চট্টগ্রাবমি সানলমপুি, চাক্তাই, োুঁশোন়িযা,
পবিঙ্গা, হােিবোেি নমল জখযাোট ও নমবিিোঙ্গাি িীবি মাঝানি মাত্রায দূষণকািী েস্তু পাওযা জগবে। এসে এলাকায
জাহাজভাঙা নশল্প, কাগজ কল ও সাি কািখািা জথবক এসে েস্তু নগবয পানিবি নমশবে। খুলিাি পশুি ও রূপসা িদীবি
দূষণকািী েস্তু পাওযা জগবলও িা নেপজ্জিক মাত্রায জপৌুঁোযনি।
অিুষ্ঠাবি সভাপনিত্ব কবিি চট্টগ্রাম নেশ্বনেদযালবযি উপ-উপাচাযি অধযাপক ইিবিখাি উদ্দীি জচৌধুিী। এবি অিযাবিযি
মবধয উপনস্থি নেবলি ইউনিভানসিটি অে হংকংবযি অধযাপক রুেলি নহমািস, মৎসয ও প্রানণসম্পদ মন্ত্রণালবযি সনচে
জসনলিা আিবিাজা, পিিাষ্ট্র মন্ত্রণালবযি সনচে (জমনিি অযাবিযাসি নেনভশি) নিযাি অযােনমিাল (অে.) খুিবশদ আলম।
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েনস্বাদযের ভেঙ্কর হুমতক॥ নেীদি ধািব তবষ
সময ও িানিখ : ২৮/০১/২০১৫ ১২:০০ এ. এম.
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শাহীি িহমাি ॥ ঢাকাি েুন়িগঙ্গা িদীসহ চট্টগ্রাবম কণিিুলী এেং খুলিাি ভভিে ও পশুি িদীসহ এসে এলাকাি নেনভন্ন
জলাশবয অস্বাভানেক মাত্রায দূষণকািী ভানি প্রদাবথিি অনস্তত্ব পাওযা জগবে। এসে ভানি দূনষি পদাথি শুধু মািে স্বাবস্থযি জিয িয,
জীেবেনচত্রয ও অিযািয প্রাণীবদবহি জিয মািাত্মক ক্ষনিকি ও হুমনক সৃনি কিবে। নিিাপদ খাদয উৎপাদি প্রনক্রযাও িি কিবে।
সম্প্রনি আন্তজিানিক এক গবেষণায উবেখ কিা হবযবে, এসে এলাকাি িদী ও জলাশবযি পানিবি ভযােহ মাত্রায জিস্বাবস্থযি জিয
ক্ষনিকি মাকি ানি, কযােনমযাম, কপাি, নজঙ্ক, জলে, জক্রানিযাম, ইউবিনিযাম, মযাঙ্গানিজ, জকাোল্ট, আযিি ও ক্ষনিকি
কযান্সাবিি উপাদাি এেং হিবমাবিাি ক্ষনি হয এমি সে পদাবথিি অনস্তত্ব িবযবে। সহিীয মাত্রাি জচবয অনধক মাত্রায এসে ধািু ি
অনস্তত্ব পাওযা জগবে গবেষণায।
গবেষণায েলা হয, নেনভন্ন নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাি ও োসাোন়ি জথবক আসা েজিযবি জশষ ঠিকািা এসে িদী ও জলাশয। জকাি প্রকাি
দূষণমুক্ত ো়িাই িদীবি জিলা হবে দূনষি েজিয। এই দূনষি েজিয কৃ নষ কাজ, জসচ, োসাোন়ি ও গৃহস্থানলি কাবজ েযেহাবিি কািবণ
মািেস্বাবস্থযি ক্ষনি হবে। জিমনি পশুপানখ জথবক শুরু কবি জীেবেনচত্রযও িি হবে দূনষি পানিি কািবণ। গবেষণায জদখাবিা
হবযবে, এভাবে িদী ও জলাশবযি পানি দূনষি হওযাি কািবণ নিিাপদ খাদ্য উৎপাদি েযাহি হবে। মাবেি উৎপাদি কবম যাবে।
িদীি জমাহিা, উপকূলীয এলাকা জথবক মাে অিযত্রও সবি যাবে। নচংন়িসহ িদীি নেনভন্ন জলজ প্রাণীি ওপি ক্ষনিকি প্রভাে
প়িবে। নেনভন্ন ধিবিি জলজ প্রাণী ও জীেবেনচত্রয নেলুপ্ত হবয প়িবে। খাদয উৎপাদি প্রনক্রযা নেষাক্ত হবয প়িবে। এো়িা
জগাসলসহ োসাোন়ি ও গৃহস্থানলি েযেহাবিি কািবণ কযান্সািসহ, নকেনি, হাটি, লাঞ্চ ও মনস্তষ্ক, যকৃ বিি ভযােহ ক্ষনি হবে। মাে
ধিাি সবঙ্গ জন়িিিা আক্রান্ত হবয প়িবে িািাবিাবগ।
এ অেস্থায নিিাপদ খাদয ও পানি নিনিি কিা, জলজ উনিদ এেং অিযািয জীেবেনচবত্রযি জটকসই অেস্থাি নিনিি কিবি এেং
েিি মাি ও ভনেষযি জিবগাষ্ঠীবক নেপজ্জিক পানি দূষবণি হাি জথবক মুক্ত িাখবি এখিই যথাযথ পদবক্ষপ জিযাি আহ্বাি
জানিবযবেি নেবশষজ্ঞিা।
ম্প্রনি চট্টগ্রাম নেশ্বনেদযালবযি ইিনিটিউট অে জমনিি সাবযন্স এযান্ড নিশানিজ (আইএমএসএি), নসটি ইউনিভানসিটি অে হংকং ও
অবেনলযাি আিএমআইটি নেশ্বনেদযালয জযৌথভাবে এসে এলাকাি পানি পিীক্ষা কবি ভানি নেষাক্ত পদাবথিি উপনস্থনি পায। এই
গবেষণা কাবজ সহাযিা কবিবে জানিসংবেি খাদয ও কৃ নষ সংস্থা (এিএও), জলাোল এিভাযিিবমন্টাল জিনসনলটি (নজইএি) ও জে
অে জেঙ্গল লার্জ জমনিি ইবকানসবিম প্রকল্প। ২০১৩ সাবলি িবেম্বি জথবক ২০১৪ সাবলি িবেম্বি পযিন্ত এসে এলাকা জথবক িমুিা
সংগ্রহ কবি পিীক্ষা কিা হয।
গবেষণা কাবজ চট্টগ্রাবমি কণিিুলী িদী, িদীি জমাহিা ও উপকূলীয জমাট ১৪টি এলাকা জথবক িমুিা সংগ্রহ কিা হয। এি মবধয
িবযবে িদী ও জমাহিাি হালদা, কালুিোট, চাকিাই খাল, সদিোট এলাকা ও পবিঙ্গা। উপকূলীয এলাকাি মবধয জখজুিিলী োট,
সনলমপুি, োুঁশোন়িযা, উত্তি পবিঙ্গা, মবহশখালী চযাবলি, কলািলী ও জিজু খাল। ঢাকাি েুন়িগঙ্গা িদীি নিিটি এলাকা জথবক
িমুিা সংগ্রহ কিা হয। এি মবধয িবযবে ে়িপুল োস্তুহািা কবলানি, োেুোজাি নব্রজ ও কামিাঙ্গীিচি এলাকা। এো়িা খুলিাি
ভভিে িদীি মীবিিেঙ্গা জখযাোট, হােিবোেি নমল জখযাোট, রূপসা িদীি মাথাভাঙ্গা, পশুি িদীি মংলা জপাটি জজটি এলাকা জথবক
িমুিা সংগ্রহ কিা হয।
গবেষণায উবেখ কিা হবযবে, ঢাকাি েুন়িগঙ্গা িদীবি োসাোন়িি আেজিিা এেং নশল্পকািখািাি পানি দূষণমুক্ত িা কবি জিলাি
কািবণ েিি মাবিি এ িদীি পানি কাবলা িং ধািণ কবিবে। ঢাকাি জেনশিভাগ নশল্পকািখািা এ িদীি িীি জেুঁবষ গব়ি উবেবে।
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নেবশষ কবি মুন্সীগঞ্জ, জকিািীগঞ্জ, িািাযণগঞ্জ, জিজগাুঁও ও হাজািীোগ এলাকায ভানি নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাি গব়ি উবেবে। এসে
এলাকায ৭ হাজাি নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাি িবযবে। যাি মবধয িবযবে ওষুধ নশল্পকািখািা, জটক্সটাইল নশল্পপ্রনিষ্ঠাি, িাোি, জকনমকযাল,
সািকািখািা, জলদাি ও টযািানি নশল্পকািখািা, িীল নি জিানলং, জপবরানলযাম নিিাইিানি, প্লানিক ও োইনযং নশল্পকািখািা, লাস
িযাক্টনি ও জপপাি জোেি। এসে ভানি নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাি জথবক পনিবেশ আইি লংেি কবি প্রনিনদি ১.৩ নমনলযি নকউনেক নমটাি
দূনষি িিল পদাথি িদীবি জিলা হবে। এো়িাও কঠিি েজিয, জাহাজ জথবক জিলা জপা়িা জিল িদীবি অেমুক্ত কিা হবে।
এবি উবেখ কিা হবযবে, চট্টগ্রাবমি হালদা িদীি পাবশ অনেস্থি জপপাি নমল, োইনযং নমল এেং জটক্সটাইল নশল্পপ্রনিষ্ঠাবিি কািবণ
এলাকাি পানি দূনষি হবয প়িবে। অথচ এ িদীি পানি কৃ নষ, জসচকাবজ েযেহাি, িদীবি মাে ধিা ও চট্টগ্রাবমি ওযাসা এেং স্থািীয
জিগণ এ পানি েযেহাি কিবে। নকন্তু দূষবণি কািবণ পানি েযেহাি হুমনকি হবয জদখা নদবযবে। কণিিুলী িদীি কালুোট নব্রজ
এলাকাি পানি দূনষি হবয প়িবে কণিিুলী জপপাি নমল জথবক আসা েজিযবি কািবণ। চাকিাই খাবল পনিবশাধি ো়িাই অেমুক্ত কিা
হবে নশল্পপ্রনিষ্ঠাবিি িিল েজিয, নসটি, োসাোন়িি কঠিি েজিয, এো়িা এ এলাকায নেএসআিএম, জকএসআিএমসহ নেনভন্ন
ধিবিি জটক্সটাইল, গাবমিন্টস, িীল নিবিানলং নমল, িাসাযনিক কািখািা িবযবে। অথচ এই দূনষি পানি গৃহস্থানলি েযেহাবিি
জক্ষবত্র, োনণনজযক কাবজ এেং েনস্তোসীিা পানি েযেহাি কিবে। কণিিুলী িদীি আপনেবম িবযবে জিল পনিবশাধি কািখািা,
নসবমন্ট নিঙ্কাি কািখািা, নেনভন্ন ধিজিি হাল্কা জাহাজ এখাবি িবযবে, যা জথবক জথবক দূষণ েন়িবয প়িবে িদীবি। আোি এ
এলাকাি পানি অবিকটাই লেণাক্ত। এখািকাি পানিও নেনভন্ন কাবজ েযেহাি কিা হবে। িবল স্থািীয জিগণসহ অবিবক দূনষি
পানিি কািবণ ঝুুঁ নকবি িবযবে। চট্টগ্রাম এলাকাি জেনশিভাগ এলাকাবি পানিবি নমশবে জাহাজভাঙ্গা নশল্প, কাগজ কল ও
সািকািখািা জথবক জেি হওযা দূনষি পদাথি।
এো়িাও খুলিাি ভভিে হােিবোেি নমল এলাকায প্রধাি নশল্পপ্রনিষ্ঠাি গব়ি উবেবে। এি মবধয িবযবে জমেিা ওবযল নিিাইিানি,
যমুিা ওবযল নিিাইিানি, খুলিা পাওযাি জকাম্পানি, পদ্মা ওবযল নিিাইিানি, নপপুল জুট নমল, নক্রবযট জুট নমল, প্লাটিিাম জুটনমল
এেং জদৌলিপুি জুট নমল। এো়িাও িবযবে খুলিা হােিবোেি নমল। এসে ভানি নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাবিি কািবণ নেনভন্ন নেষাক্ত ভানি পদাথি
িদীবি প়িবে। এ পানি জগাসলসহ জিৌচলাচলসহ অিযািয কাবজ েযেহাি কিা হবে। রূপসাি মাথাভাঙ্গা পবযবন্ট নেনভন্ন
নশল্পপ্রনিষ্ঠাবি দূনষি েজিয জিলাি কািবণ এ এলাকায মাে ধিা ও কৃ নষ উৎপাদি েযাহি হবে। মংলা জপাটি এলাকায িবযবে
এনেেল ওবযল নমল, রূপসা ওবযল নিিাইিানি, জপবরাবমক্স গাস নিিাইিানি, ওবমিা জপবরানলযাম নলনমবটে, এলনপবজ ওবযল
নিিাইিানি, জহালনসম নসবমন্ট, িাইভ নিং নসবমন্ট, এনলিযান্ট ব্রান্ড নসবমন্ট িযাক্টনি। এ কািবণ এলাকাি পানি পিীক্ষা কবি
অনিমাত্রায এেং মধযম মাত্রায দূনষি পদাবথিি অনস্তত্ব পাওযা জগবে। এো়িা লেণাক্ত পানিও িবযবে এখাবি। এখাি জথবক নেনভন্ন
কাবজ পানি সংগ্রহ কবি েযেহাি কিা হয। এো়িা পানি নশনপং ও রান্সবপাবটিশবিি কাবজও েযেহাি কিা হয। নমবিিোঙ্গা
জখযাোট এলাকাি পানিবি নেনভন্ন নশল্প প্রনিষ্ঠাবিি কািবণ দূনষি। এখািকাি পানি েযেহাি কিা হয জগাসলসহ অিযািয কাবজ।
গবেষণায উবেখ কিা হবযবে পানি ো জলাশবয দূনষি মাকি ানি ো পািবদি মবিা পদাবথিি কািবণ িদী ো জমাহিা এলাকায মাবেি
উৎপাদি হ্রাস পাওযা, দূনষি পানি কৃ নষকাজ জসবচ েযেহাবিি মাধযবম খাদযদ্রেয দূনষি হবয প়িায মািে জদবহি িাভি , মনস্তষ্ক ও
নকেনি ক্ষনিগ্রস্ত হবি পাবি। কযােনমযাম একটি উচ্চমাত্রাি দূষণকািী ভানি পদাথি। এি কািবণ জলাশবয মাবেি উৎপাদি হ্রাস
পাওযা এেং মািুবষি িাবভি ক্ষনি হয। এো়িা জসচকাবজ পানি েযেহাবিি কািবণ উৎপানদি কৃ নষদ্রেয শাকসেনজ দূনষি হবয পব়ি,
যা জখবল মািেবদবহ কযান্সািসহ, হাবটি ও নকেনিি সমসযা জদখা নদবি পাবি। কপািযুক্ত দূনষি পানি েযেহাবিি কািবণ যকৃ বিি
ক্ষনি হওযাি সম্ভােিা িবযবে।
পানিবি জলেযুক্ত পদাবথিি উপনস্থনিি কািবণ মাে, পানখ অিযািয প্রাণীি জিয হুমনক সৃনি কিা ো়িাও এ পানি েযেহাবিি কািবণ
নিিাপদ খাদয উৎপাদিও হুমনকি মুবখ প়িবি পাবি। নজবঙ্কি কািবণ কৃ নষ উৎপাদি েযাহি, পশুপানখি ওপি প্রভাে প়িবি পাবি।
জক্রানমযাম মবিা নেষাক্ত পদাবথিি কািবণ মািেবদবহ কযান্সািসহ মাে ও কৃ নষ উৎপাদি প্রনক্রযাও েযাহি হয। জেনশমাত্রায নিবকল
জািীয পদাবথিি অনস্তত্ব থাকবল লাংস, জপ্রাবেট কযান্সাি, িাবক কযান্সাি এেং হাবটিি ক্ষনি হবি পাবি। মাে নেষনক্রযায আক্রান্ত হবয
মািা যায। ইউবিনিযাবমি কািবণ মািেবদবহ নকেনি জিাগ ও কযান্সাি হবি পাবি। এো়িা নিিাপদ খাদয উৎপাদি প্রনক্রযাও
েযাহি হয। এো়িা মযাঙ্গানিজ, জকাোল্ট এেং আযিবিি কািবণ মাবেি উৎপাদি হ্রাস পাওযাসহ মািেবদবহ িািাবিাগ সৃনি ও
নিিাপদ খাদয উৎপাদি প্রনক্রযা েযাহি হয।
অবেনলযাি আিএমটি ইউনিভানসিটিি জগালাম নকেনিযা এ নেষবয েবলি, চট্টগ্রাবমি জখজুিিলী োট, হালদা িদী, সদিোট,
ঢাকাি েুন়িগঙ্গা িীিেিী কামিাঙ্গীিচি, ে়িপুল োস্তুহািা কবলানি এলাকায অনি মাত্রায দূষণকািী ধািু পাওযা জগবে। চট্টগ্রাবমি
সানলমপুি, চাক্তাই, োুঁশোন়িযা, পবিঙ্গা, হােিবোেি নমল জখযাোট ও নমবিিোঙ্গাি িীবি মাঝানি মাত্রায দূষণকািী েস্তু পাওযা
জগবে। এসে এলাকায জাহাজভাঙ্গা নশল্প, কাগজ কল ও সাি কািখািা জথবক এসে েস্তু নগবয পানিবি নমশবে। খুলিাি পশুি ও
রূপসা িদীবি দূষণকািী েস্তু পাওযা জগবলও িা নেপজ্জিক মাত্রায জপৌুঁোযনি। নিনি েবলি, নেনভন্ন নশল্প কািখািা জথবক আসা
েবজিযি জভিি েযাপকভাবে মািকানি, কযােনমযাম ও ইউবিনিযাম থাবক। যা পানিবক নেষাক্ত কবি জিাবল। প্রাকৃ নিক মৎসয
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প্রজিি জক্ষত্র নহবসবে পনিনচি হালদা িদীবি সেবচবয জেনশ কযােনমযাম িবযবে। এটা খুে ভযঙ্কি নেষয। এই পানি িসবলি মাধযবম
মািুবষি শিীবি প্রবেশ কবি। োংলাবদবশ সেবচবয জেনশ পানি দূনষি হয চট্টগ্রাম, ঢাকা ও খুলিাবি। এসে এলাকায নশপ জব্রনকং
নশল্প, জপপাি নমল ও সািকািখািা জথবক নিগিি কযােনমযাম, মািকানি ও ইউবিনিযাম েজিয নহবসবে পানিবি নমবশ।
মন্তেয ৩ টি। জদখা হবযবে ৩৫৯ োি। (accessed 13 February 2015)
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Some Activities Related to AM Deployment & Retrieval in Bangladesh
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Key findings of Pollution Monitoring in Rivers, Estuaries and Coastal Areas of
Bangladesh with Artificial Mussel (AM) Technology (2013, 2014)
Main findings


The artificial mussels (AM) technology was used for the first time in Bangladesh to monitor and assess the threats and
risks posed from pollutants (toxic metals) to various sectors including water (water quality, drinking water), irrigation,
agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture, biodiversity, ecosystems, livelihoods and human health.



The study was conducted as Phase I (June-December 2013) and Phase II (June-December 2014) and covered waterways
of Chittagong (Karnafuli River, Karnafuli River estuary, and coastal areas of Chittagong), Dhaka (Buriganga River) and
Khulna (Bhairav, Rupsa and Pasur Rivers).



The study generated some new knowledge and information for Bangladesh.



Identified potential metals pollution sources.



Detected eleven metals: Mercury (Hg); Cadmium (Cd); Copper (Cu); Lead (Pb); Zinc (Zn); Chromium (Cr); Nickel
(Ni); Uranium (U); Manganese (Mn); Cobalt (Co), and Iron (Fe), including highly toxic, carcinogenic and endocrine
disrupting metals



Identified eleven metal pollution “hot spots” in Rivers, estuaries and coastal waters of Bangladesh (Chittagong, Dhaka
and Khulna) (Chittagong: Khejurtolighat, Halda, Sadarghat, Salimpur, Chaktai, Bansbaria, Patenga; Dhaka:
Kamrangirchar and Boropole Bastuhara Colony; Khulna: Hardborad Mill Kheyghat and Mirrendanga Kheyaghat.



Documented the spatial and temporal variations in metal concentrations during the period of investigation (rainy
season, autumn and late autumn).



Identified metal pollution “hot spots”;



Compared the uptake mechanisms of metals by live mussels (LM) (Perna viridis) and artificial mussels (AM).



Categorised sites as most hazardous, moderately hazardous, least hazardous.



As a consequence of metal pollution, the growth, survival and reproduction of aquatic species may be impaired (e.g.
fish, prawn, shrimp and amphibians).



As a consequence of metal pollution, sensitive native species may be eliminated or reduced.



As a consequence of metal pollution, food contamination/food poisoning (e.g. seafood, crops, and vegetables) may be
enhanced (due to bioaccumulation and biomagnification of some toxic metals).



As a consequence of metal pollution, human health may be at risk to diseases (e.g. cancer) due to elevated exposure of
metals (via food and water).



There is a need to ensure that water and food consumed by Bangladeshi people are safe, and sensitive aquatic
ecosystems that provide many ecosystem goods and services can sustain and continues to benefit the present and future
generations and are not threatened by hazardous pollution.

Further information or feedback/comments: please contact the following research scientists:
Dr Golam Kibria (Leader Global AM watch Programme- Australia, Bangladesh, Russia and South Korea):
kibriagolam0@gmail.com

email:

Professor Md Maruf Hossin (Leader Global AM Watch Programme, Bangladesh):
email: marufimsfcu@gmail.com
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